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1. Introduction
Team Serpent is currently working on an Ultima Game using Obsidian’s Neverwinter Nights 2
engine. The game is titled Ultima: Return to the Serpent Isle and, as the title suggests, would take
place on the Serpent Isle following the original game.
To encourage future developers to take charge and make their own Ultima adventures, we at Team
Serpent decided that it would be a great idea to release the systems we have developed as an asset
for anyone to download. These systems define several rules and functionalities that make NWN2
behave more like an Ultima game.
This is the Unified System and contains all the systems we have made during the first year of the
project. This is intended to be a complete package for creating Ultima style adventures on NWN2
engine.

2. Installation instructions
1. Extract the contents of the zip file.
2. Copy the UR_Unified_System.mod to modules directory
3. Copy the hak-packs to hak directory
4. Copy the cust_dialog_integration.tlk to tlk directory
5. Select either normal or widescreen version of the brit_stills.hak and copy it to hak directory

3. Sample module instructions
The sample module should be started by choosing New Module on the main menu and selecting the
UR_Unified_System.
After the module is started, choose Create New Character and click through the NWN2 character
creation. Most of the original character creation has been removed, so the only thing you can do is
to choose the appearance and name of the main character.

3.1 Ultima style character creation
After the module is loaded the Ultima style character creation will start. The familiar virtue

questions will be asked and the chosen virtue determines your character class, initial stats and initial
skills.

3.2 The starting area
The starting area contains several NPCs which are listed below:
1. The skill trainer
The skill trainer will allow you to train skills and gives also training points if you don’t have any.
2. The money exchanger
The money exchanger will allow you to exchange money.
3. The companion provider
The companion provider gives you a new companion until all the party slots are filled.
4. The merchant
The merchant has two shops from which you can buy items.
5. The rest handler
The rest handler allows you to set the resting system parameters: rest type, comfortability,
encounter chance.
The starting area also contains three doors which lead to following places:
Left door: Dan’s systems test area
Middle door: Combat test area
Right door: Harvesting test area
The area has also several items like weapons and armor to test the weapon skills system. Also a
spellbook is included to be able to test the spell system.

3.2 Dan’s systems area
This area contains two doors. The left one leads to theft / prison system test area and the right one to
injury / death system area.

3.3 Prison system test area
In this area there are several items that can be stolen, so you can test the theft system.

3.4 Death system test area

This area contains the hourglass of time which is needed for the party resurrection system. Area
also contains some remove injury potions to test the injury system. Finally there are monsters on the
right side of area to test dying/death system.

3.5 Combat test area
This area has two levers which cause monster to appear when pulled. Here you can test the combat
mechanics system.

3.6 Harvesting test area
This area contains two placeables which work with the harvesting system. Reagents will grow
inside the placeables and they can be harvested. There is also a trigger that leads to an overland map
where you can test overland harvesting system.

4. The experience system
The experience system has 8 levels with the following experience costs:
Level

Exp

1

0

2

100

3

200

4

400

5

800

6

1600

7

3200

8

6400

These experience counts are the same as in traditional Ultimas.
Gaining levels increases hit points and training points. It also affects the maximum spell circle that
can be used.
Level

Hit points

Max spell circle

Training points total

1

30

1

0

2

60

2

10

3

90

3

20

4

120

4

30

5

150

5

40

6

180

6

50

7

210

7

60

8

240

8

70

4.1 Scripts
In this section I will explain scripts that are used with the experience system.
4.1.1 exp_constants
This file defines one global constant: LEVEL_CAP, that defines the maximum level in the game. It
is currently set to 8, because this is an Ultima style system.
4.1.2 check_level_up
This script is called to check whether a party member has enough experience to level up. It iterates
over the whole party and compares each member’s exp to value taken from exptable.2da. If party
member has enough exp the script set the ur_levelup local variable to TRUE.
4.1.3 gui_update_exp
This script updates the exp counter on the character sheet. It gets the current exp and the exp needed
for next level, which is taken from exptable.2da. It then forms a string in style of 100/200 and
displays it on the GUI. The script also sets the experience progress bar. If character has acquired
maximum level, that is defined by LEVEL_CAP constant a message is shown instead of exp count.
4.1.4 on_creature_death
This script is called when an enemy creature dies. It gets the monster’s exp value from
ur_experience.2da and gives this amount to party members. Additionally the killer of the creature
gets the experience doubled.
4.1.5 gui_check_levelup
This script is executed by character screen GUI and it enables the level up button if ur_levelup
variable is TRUE. Otherwise the button is disabled.
4.1.6 gui_update_tp
This script is called by character screen GUI. It updates the value of training points counter and
additionally increases the amount of training points if character has just leveled up. The number of
training points gained is taken from exptable.2da.

4.2 2DA-files
In this section I will explain the 2da files used by the experience system.
4.2.1 exptable.2da
The format of this 2da file is given in next table:
Level

XP

TP

1

0

0

2

100

10

3

200

10

...

...

...

The Level column is the character’s level, the XP column is the exp needed for that level and the TP
column is the amount of training points gained at that level.
4.2.2 xptable.2da
This table defines the NWN2 system’s experience values for monsters. The values are set to zero,
so that the original system won’t give any experience for killing monsters.
4.2.3 ur_experience.2da
This table defines our own experience values for killing monsters. The on_creature_death script
gets the exp value for monster from this file when it is killed. The format is defined in next table:
Row

Label

Exp

0

Goblin

14

1

GoblinKing

26

2

Boar

13

...

...

...

4.3 Tutorial - Modifying the experience system
In this section I will describe how to modify the experience system to suit your needs.
4.3.1 Modifying the level costs
The level experience costs can easily be modified by editing the XP column in the exptable.2da file.

4.3.2 Modifying the gained training points
The level training points can be easily modified by editing the TP column in the exptable.2da file.
4.3.3 Increasing the level cap
Level cap can be increased by modifying the LEVEL_CAP constant which is found in
exp_constants script. When the number of possible levels is increased the new level costs can be
added to exptable.2da file.
4.3.4 Setting the experience value for new monsters
It is easy to create new monsters that work with our own experience system.
1. Create a new creature blueprint of copy an existing one.
2. Set the creature’s On Death script to on_creature_death.
3. Create a new entry in ur_experience.2da or use an existing one.
4. Add a variable called ur_experience to creature’s local variables.
5. Set the ur_experience variable to row number of ur_experience.2da file.

5. The party system
The maximum size of the party is set to 6, so you can have 5 companions. The following variables
are used with the party system:

Variable

Scope

Description

ur_party_size

global

The current size of the party

ur_party_slot

local to party member

The party slot of given character. From 1 to 6.

ur_partymemberX

local to main character

The object for given party member. X ranges from 0 to 5.

So to iterate over all the party members the following code can be used:
int i;
for(i = 0; i < GetGlobalInt(“ur_party_size”); i++)
{
object pm = GetLocalObject(GetFirstPC(), “ur_partymember” + IntToString(i));
int party_slot = GetLocalInt(pm, “ur_party_slot”);
}

You can also iterate NWN2 style as follows:
object pm = GetFirstFactionMember(GetFirstPC(), FALSE);
while(GetIsObjectValid(pm))
{
...
pm = GetNextFactionMember(GetFirstPC(), FALSE);

}

5.1 Scripts and conversations
This section will explain the scripts and conversations that implement the party system.
5.1.1 ur_init
This script is set as On PC Loaded script in module properties. It initializes several variables and
gives initial items to PC. It affects party system by setting the ur_party_size global variable to 1 and
assigning ur_party_slot 1 to main character. It also sets the PCs local variable ur_partymember0 to
the object of the main character.
5.1.2 party_add_member
This script adds an NPC from the roster to the party. It also gives initial items and sets some
variables. The variables concerning party system are: ur_party_size which is increased by one,
ur_party_slot which is set to slot of the party member, ranging from 2 to 6. It also sets the variable
ur_partymemberX, where X ranges from 1 to 5.
5.1.3 roster_add_member
This script adds an NPC with given tag to the party roster. The roster name is companionX, where
X is the number of companion, ranging from 1 to 5.
5.1.4 check_party_size
This script is a conditional that is called from adding_test_companion conversation. It checks,
whether the party’s size if greater or equal to 6, i.e. the party is full.
5.1.5 adding_test_companion
This conversation is used to spawn a new companion and add it to the party. It calls the
roster_add_member and party_add_member scripts.

5.2 Using the party system
5.2.1 Creating a new NPC that spawns a companion
It is easy to create a NPC that spawns a companion.
1. Create a new NPC or copy an existing one.
2. Assign the adding_test_companion conversation to NPC.
5.2.2 Creating a new companion NPC that joins the party

It is also easy to create new companions that can join the party.
1. Make a copy of the Companion NPC that is located under UR|NPC
2. Set the NPC’s conversation to conv_companion

6. Death & injury system
6.1 Overview of the system
This system defines several rules that govern how player death is handled in our Ultima Game. Our
goal was to merge the traditional approach of player death in Ultima games with a few fresh and
exciting changes.
When the player dies in the game world the game continues. The player revives at a designated
Resurrection Totem by a designated NPC. The player will lose a certain amount of experience but
can continue playing.
When in a party death is treated differently. If the entire party is whipped out then, and only
then, the previously mentioned sequence take place. The entire party will be resurrected at the
Resurrection Totem and suffer an experience loss. The Resurrection Totem is a symbolic expression
that could be anywhere safe for the player to get back to life. A nearby designated NPC will speak
dialogue when you are brought back to life symbolizing that the character is the one responsible
for this. The character may join your party also and his responses will differ depending on the
circumstances.
If one party member falls in combat another set of rules governs what happens next. When the
remaining party is no longer in a state of combat, they have a certain amount of time to cast a spell
to awaken their fallen comrade. If the fallen party member is not returned to life within that allotted
amount of time the fallen party member will come back to life with a small percentage of health and
will suffer an injury level.
Currently there are two injury levels:
1. Light Injury: The character suffers a -5 penalty to Ultima related stats (Strength, Dexterity and
Intellect)
2. Heavy Injury: If a party member dies with a light injury under the previously mentioned
circumstances, that party member is awakened yet again with a -10 penalty to Ultima related stats
(Strength, Dexterity, and Intellect)
Injury levels can be removed in many ways:
The ailing party member can drink a potion or receive a particular healing spell designated at
removing injury levels
The party member can visit a healer NPC and be cleared of all injury levels

The system available to you only has these two methods of dispelling the injuries.

6.2 How it works
The system relies primarily on behavioral scripts that are plugged into the player’s: On Heartbeat
Script, On Player Death Script, and On Player Dying Script properties. Similarly potential party
members will have behavioral scripts plugged into their death and heartbeat scripts.
These scripts launch on the specified events and handle what course of action should be taken
depending on several conditions.
The injury level is stored in a variable attached to each party member called: injury_level.

6.3 Injury_level
Injury level is a local integer variable that is attached to the player and active party members.
Whenever a member dies under the specified conditions and is awakened with an injury level this
variable is used to keep track of what level is currently being applied. Here are the possible values
of this variable and what they correspond to:
0: no injuries applicable
1: Light Injury applied
2: Heavy Injury applied
The healer NPC and the potions also use this variable to check and cure injury levels.
To keep track of the effects that were applied (light and heavy injury) several other Local Integer
variables are created to store how much the penalty was. This is done for those cases where party
member’s stats would get below the stat minimum, that is 12.
For example: If we apply light injury on a player whose strength value is 15 the system will not
reduce the strength stat to 10 but 12 instead. The reduced value (three in this case) is stored in a
variable that is later checked when the injury wants to be removed.
The variables are:
injury_str_redox_heavy
injury_dxt_redox_heavy
injury_int_redox_heavy
injury_str_redox
injury_dxt_redox
injury_int_redox

6.4 System composition
The system is coupled with other Ultima systems but the assets related to the Death and Injury
system are:
One Area: ondeath_ur_test
Two Conversations: healer_npc_conv, adding_test_companion
Two NPCs: creature1, Injury healer
One Placeable: Resurrection Totem (sign instance)
One Potion: Potion Remove Injury
Thirteen Scripts: dh_deathinjury_globals, dh_injuryeffects, dh_party_death_ultima,
dh_party_functions, dh_party_heartbeat_ultima, dh_player_death_ultima, dh_player_dying_ultima,
dh_remove_injury_script, dh_remove_injury_spell, dh_revive_functions,
ga_dh_conv_remove_all_injuries, ga_dh_conv_remove_injury, gb_comp_death

6.5 The scripts
In this section I’ll go over the scripts involved in this system, what they do, and briefly go over how
they work.
6.5.1 dh_deathinjury_globals
This script contains several global variables used often in a lot of the scripts. This is done to make
changing some settings in the system a little easier. The variables are:
iAPartyMemberDiedFlag: this flag is used to check if a party member died
o 1: Member died
o 0: no party members died
o -1: revive queued
nDamageSTR, nDamageDXT, nDamageINT, nDamageCNS: these are all integer variables that
store how much each injury level should reduce from STR, DXT, and INT. CNS is not used by
the system but is left as an example for those who would like to expand the system for other noneUltima stats.
Light Injury = 1* nDamageSTR
Heavy Injury = 2 * nDamageSTR
fDelayRevive: the duration by which to delay waking up a fallen party member after the remaining
party exits combat state

fLightHPRedux and fHeavyHPRedux: are not used by the system
6.5.2 dh_injuryeffects
This script is a collection of functions that deal with how the injury effects work.
Dependencies: dh_deathinjury_globals
Functions: The script has four functions that deal with applying the injuries
void applyLightInjury(object oTarget): This function applies the light injury effect on oTarget as
separate reductions for each stat. This is not used by the system.
void applyLightInjuryCurse(object oTarget): This function applies the light injury effect on oTarget
as a single curse effect. This format is the one currently employed by the system.
6.5.3 dh_party_death_ultima
This is the On Death Script for potential party members. It handles what should occur when a party
member falls in combat.
Dependencies: ginc_death, dh_party_functions, dh_revive_functions, and dh_deathInjury_Globals
6.5.4 dh_party_functions
This script is a collection of functions that deal with the party. This script contains a lot of party
specific functions that are useful in any system and are often referred to.
Dependencies: dh_revive_functions, dh_deathInjury_Globals, dh_injuryEffects, and
dh_remove_injury_script
Functions: this script contains a lot of functions that deal with broad topics like counting
the number of party members and party checks to Death and Injury specific functions like
getFirstLiveParty, reviveFallenCompradesWithPenalty, and so on.
6.5.5 dh_party_heartbeat_ultima
This is the heartbeat script that goes into any potential party member’s On Heartbeat Script
property. This script is also called from main module mod_heartbeat script.
Dependencies: dh_party_functions, dh_revive_functions, dh_deathInjury_Globals, and ginc_death
Notable Functions: The script is mostly a collection of watcher functions that continuously observe
for certain events to occur before taking action. These are both related to the death and injury
system as well as related to other systems.
void reviveFallenComrades(): This function will wait for the party to exit combat state in order to
awaken any fallen comrades and apply an injury level
void partyReviveFailSafe(): This function is used to insure that the party and player are revived

when the team is whipped out.
6.5.6 dh_player_death_ultima
This is the On Death Script for the player’s character.
It handles what should occur when the player dies in combat. Dependencies: ginc_death,
dh_party_functions, dh_revive_functions, and dh_deathInjury_Globals
6.5.7 dh_player_dying_ultima
This is a standard dying script meant to be plugged into the On Dying Script property for the player.
It insures that the player actually dies and does not get knocked out.
6.5.8 dh_remove_injury_script
This script has several functions that primarily deal with removing both heavy and light injuries.
These functions are specific to the curse version of the injury systems and will not work for the
other unused version.
Functions:
int removeLightInjury(object oTarget)
int removeHeavyInjury(object oTarget)
These functions set the injury stat modifier to zero for the affected stats, thus removing the injury
effect.
6.5.9 dh_remove_injury_spell
This script is the spell script for the Remove Injury spell. It checks for which version of the injury
curse is applied before trying to remove it. If a heavy injury is found it is removed and a delayed
command applies the light injury afterwards.
Dependencies: dh_remove_injury_script, dh_injuryeffects, and dh_party_functions
6.5.10 dh_revive_functions
This script is a collection of functions that all involve reviving characters. It contains your standard
Raise function as well as a Raise weak augmented version that revives the character with reduced
HP.
Dependencies: nw_i0_plot, and dh_remove_injury_script
Globals:
REVIVE_TARGET: The tag of the object that you want to act as the revive totem
REVIVE_SPEAKER: The tag of the NPC you want to act as the reviver
GUI_DEFAULT_DEATH_SCREEN: The death GUI panel ID

Notable Functions:
void raiseWeak(object oPlayer): this function raises oPlayer without completely healing him.
oPlayer is only healed for 10% of his max health value
void reduceExpByToParty(float fPercent): This function loops through the party and reduces the
member’s experience by fPercent
6.5.11 ga_dh_conv_remove_all_injuries
This script is a conversation action associated with the healer NPC. This script in specific is used to
heal the entire party of all applicable injuries.
Dependencies: dh_party_functions
6.5.12 ga_dh_conv_remove_injury
This script is a conversation action associated with the healer NPC. This script in specific is used to
heal a member of one injury level.
Dependencies: dh_remove_injury_script, dh_party_functions
6.5.13 gb_comp_death
This script is an augmented version of NWN2’s gb_comp_death script. It is intended to plug into a
party member’s On Death Script property and handles what should occur when the party member
dies.
Dependencies: ginc_companion, ginc_death, ginc_debug, and dh_party_functions

6.6 Tutorial: Making Your Own Content
In this section I’ll explain the steps needed to create your own system related content.
6.6.1 Creating your own Resurrection Totem & Res-NPC
All you need to do is make sure the tag of the object you would like to act as the Resurrection totem
is set to the value of REVIVE_TARGET in dh_revive_functions. Make sure that only your totem
exists in the world otherwise it might revive you at the location inside the given area.
For the Res-NPC all you would need to do is either change the string value of REVIVE_SPEAKER
in dh_revive_functions to the tag of your NPC or give your NPC the string value of that tag.
6.6.2 Creating your own Healer NPC
To do this all you need to do is:
make sure the NPC has the appropriate tag: dh_injury_healer_f01

make sure the NPC has healer_npc_conv listed in the conversation tab
6.6.3 Creating your own Injury
This would require some scripting. What you would need to do is:
add the necessary globals to the dh_deathinjury_globals script for the stats and values
implement your own injury function in dh_injuryeffects (you would need to create local variables
when needed)
implement your own dispel function in dh_remove_injury_script
Then all you would need to do is use the actual content.
6.6.4 Creating your own Party Member
This would only require you to:
Plug in the dh_party_death_ultima script into the On Death Script property
Plug in the dh_party_heartbeat_ultima script into the On Heartbeat Script property
Make sure you have a conversation created to actually add the member to your party
6.6.5 Enhancements and Closing Notes
This system is intended to be a foundation for your game’s death and injury system. You can
enhance the system to your liking by introducing some new functionality such as:
UI augmentation: change the character screen to only contain those stats you care about
Adding other none Ultima stats to the penalties
Adding other injury levels
Adding different dispel items and spells
Multiple resurrection totems for multiple areas

7. Stealing & prison system
7.1 System Overview
This system is designed to implement Theft and Detection in the world. Traditionally in Ultima the

player couldn’t walk about and take any item he or she desired. This system aimed to implement a
new theft and detection system with a few enhancements.
If the player attempts to take an item from the world with an NPC nearby that NPC will issue
a warning threatening to call the guards if the player does not stop immediately. If the player
continues with his actions and gets caught the NPC call for guards to come arrest the player and
party. The guards will spawn at the nearest “Guard Station” and will proceed to arrest the player.
The player can then choose one of three options:
1. Go quietly to prison: This will strip the player and his party of all their items. Stolen items go
into a locked chest while items owned by the player go into a normal unlocked chest. The player
can then bribe the guard to release him or search for a trap door out of his cell.
2. Fight the guards: If the player so chooses, the player and his party may choose to fight the guards
and resist arrest. This probably will not end well as the guards are designed to be severely powerful.
3. Attempt to bribe the guard: The player can attempt to bribe the guard on the spot to leave him be.
If no NPCs witness the act nothing happens to the player or party.
If an NPC warns the player and the player does not commit another crime for one game hour his
warning level is cleared. This means if he chooses to commit a theft again and gets caught he will
be warned.
Aspects of the system such as guard number summoning, and prison sequences are left out of the
system for you to append whatever would make sense for your game.

7.2 The System
In this part of the document I will go over the system in technical detail as well as discuss
enhancements and how it would be used.
7.2.1 How it Works
In a brief description the system works using several flags: is_PC_Owned, steal_count,
steal_count_occured, summoning_guards, and is_prisoner being the most noteworthy.
is_PC_Owned
This flag is attached to the variable property area of any given item in the game that we want to
guard against theft. It is an integer variable that can have the corresponding values:
0: For objects that we don’t mind if the player takes (this is also the default value of the flag
preventing the designer from setting a flag for every single item in the game)
-1: For objects that we want to guard against theft
1: For objects that the player owns specifically

steal_count
This flag is attached to the first player character (the player’s avatar also the leader of a party) and is
used to keep track of what crime level the player and his party are currently on. The flag is also an
integer and can have one of three values:
0: No crime has been committed yet by the player
1: The player tried to steal an item and was caught by an NPC who warned him
2: The player persisted to steal in front of an NPC and is now wanted by the guards
steal_count_occured
This flag is also attached to the first player character (the player’s avatar also the leader of a party)
and is used to keep track of when the crime occurred. This is used in the player’s heartbeat by the
crimeWatch function to keep track of when to reset the player’s steal_count flag.
This flag can have many values:
-1: Do not reset – this happens when a player’s steal_count is 2
0-23: symbolizing the hour at which the crime occurred
summoning_guards
This flag is used to make sure that if a guard was summoned to arrest the player and the player still
managed to steal more items before the guards arrested him only one guard party is summoned.
This is a Boolean flag.
is_prisoner
This flag is used to check if the player is currently a prisoner or not. This is also a Boolean flag.
When the player takes an object that does not belong to him (having is_PC_Owned set to -1) the
acquire script checks if an NPC is nearby. If that is a case – depending on whether or not the NPC
is a guard – the appropriate action is taken. If this is the player’s first time a warning is issued and
steal_count is set to 1, otherwise the guards are alerted/the guards arrest the player and steal_count
is set to 2.
If a warning is issued and an hour of game time passed the player’s steal_count is reset to 0.
Upon leaving prison the player’s flags are reset.
If the player bribes the arresting guard successfully his steal_count resets to 1 and not 0.
Chests can also be flagged using is_PC_Owned but their content doesn’t need to be flagged. If an
item is taken from a chest that is guarded against theft the stolen item will behave as if the player

just took a stolen item without needing to manually flag all the content of a chest. This is done to
make the designer’s life a little easier.
However, if you wish to have a chest containing some stolen items than manual flagging is needed.
7.2.2 System Composition
The system is coupled with other systems but the content related to Theft and Detection are:
Two Areas: detection_prison and detection_test
Two Conversations: guard_conversation and guard_prison_bribe
Two NPCs: Prison Guard, and Summonable City Guard
Three Containers: Chest{01 Large} (duplicate of an existing chest), Prison Chest Confiscated, and
Prison Chest
Two Placeable: Prison Stool, and Guard Post
One Trigger: Lock Prison Door
One Door: {Prison Door} (duplicate of an existing door)
One Longsword: The Singing Sword (duplicate of an existing sword)
Thirteen Scripts: dh_guard_functions, dh_item_functions, dh_lock_prison_door_trigger,
dh_on_acquire_item, dh_owned_chest_disturbed, dh_owned_chest_on_left_click,
dh_sum_c_guard_heartbeat, ga_dh_bribe_city_guard, ga_dh_bribe_guard,
ga_dh_guard_attack_player, ga_dh_guard_to_prison, gc_dh_guard_conv_conditional, and
gc_dh_pguard_conv_conditional.
For this document I’ll be going over the components of the Theft and Detection system only. I will
be explaining how the different components work and interact as well as going over each script in
the system and its significance.

7.3 The scripts
In this section I’ll go over the scripts involved in this system, what they do, and briefly go over how
they work.
7.3.1 dh_guard_functions
This script contains several functions that are intended to be used on the guard NPCs of the game.
Dependencies: It depends on some functions of the dh_party_functions that are used for party
checks.

Globals: The script contains several global variables that are used to define the behavior of the
system.
GUARD_TEMPLATE: This variable stores the string that defines the template property of the
guard NPC
GUARD_POST: This variable holds a string corresponding to the tag of the objects that will act as
guard posts
GUARD_POST_DISTANCE: This float is the maximum allowed distance that a guard post can be
located. Guards will not come from a distance greater than this value. This can be used to limit the
response of the guards. For example, if you would like to include an area in your game that has a
high crime limit and therefore low guard response you could place a few scattered guard posts and
limit the distance.
A warning is issued in the log file if the guard posts in your level are not evenly scattered.
GUARD_TAG: this variable holds a string corresponding to the tag of the objects that act as guards
PRISON_GUARD_TAG: this variable holds a string corresponding to the tag of the objects that act
as prison guards
PRISON_DOOR: this variable holds a string corresponding to the tag of the objects that act as
prison cell doors
GUARD_REP_AUGMENT: The value that is augmented whenever the player chooses to fight the
guard
Functions: The script contains several functions most notable of which are:
object getNearestGuardPost(object oTarget): This function scans the area around oTarget for the
nearest guard post and returns it.
void summonNGuardParty(object oGuardPost, int nNumber): This function summons nNumber of
guards at oGuardPost to arrest the player and his party.
7.3.2 dh_item_functions
This script contains several functions that are intended to be used on items. For this system the
functions are mostly concerned with theft related actions such as marking objects as player owned
or not, triggering responses for theft, and clearing the player’s inventory.
Dependencies: dh_guard_functions and dh_party_functions
Globals: This script also has a few global variables that define the behavior of the script.
KEEP_AWAY: This float stores how far away should the NPC stay when warning the player and
summoning guards
FIRST_WARNING_TIMER: This float decides how long before the NPC turns back to face his

initial direction after warning the player
SECOND_WARNING_TIMER: This float decides how long before the NPC turns back to face his
initial direction after calling the guards
PRISON_CHEST: This string variable holds the tag of the object used as a prison chest – the chest
that will hold the player and party’s owned loot
PRISON_CONF_CHEST: This string variable holds the tag of the object used as a confiscated
prison chest – the chest that will hold the player and party’s stolen loot
PRISON_STOOL: This string variable holds the tag of the prison stool object located inside the
prison cell – it is used to move the player and party to that location
Functions: The script contains several functions most notable of which are:
Owner flag setters and getters
object getNearestNPC(object oPC): this function searches around oPC for any valid NPC and
returns it
triggerTheftActions: this functions triggers the actions to be taken if an NPC witnessed the crime
and called a guard. Actions involved include finding the nearest guard post, summoning guards,
chasing the player… etc
triggerGuardTheftActions: similar to the previous function this function is used if a guard witnesses
a crime that requires action. Instead of summoning a guard he himself will chase the player and
arrest him and party
prisonPartyRemoveItems: this function loops through a party and uses the prisonRemoveItem
function on each member to remove the inventory of a party member placing the stolen loot in a
confiscated prison chest and the rest in a normal prison chest.
This function has many parameters:
object oPrisoner: The party member in question
object oContainer: The container to place the owned loot in object
oCContainer: The container to place the stolen loot in
int bArmorFlag: Whether or not to clear oPrisoner’s armor (default FALSE)
int bWeaponFlag: Whether or not to clear oPrisoner’s weapons (default FALSE)
int bConfiscateFlag: Whether or not to confiscate stolen loot (default FALSE)
7.3.3 dh_lock_prison_door_trigger
This script is attached to the onEnter script property of the Lock Prison Door trigger. This function

makes sure that when the player leaves a prison the door is reset and relocked.
Dependencies: dh_guard_functions
7.3.4 dh_on_acquire_item
This script is called from the module’s On Acquire Item Script ur_acquire. It launches whenever
a player acquires an item. Its main purpose is to check if the item is guarded against theft. If it is
(is_PC_Owned = -1) the area is scanned for a nearby NPC and the appropriate action is taken.
Dependencies: dh_party_functions, nw_i0_plot, and dh_item_functions
Globals:
DETECTION_LIMIT the range in which an NPC has to be in order to detect the player. Otherwise,
the player gets away with it.
7.3.5 dh_owned_chest_disturbed
This script is applied to a chest’s On Inventory Disturbed script property. This script makes sure
that if the chest is actually protected against theft (is_PC_Owned = -1) then its entire contents are
guarded.
Dependencies: dh_party_functions, nw_i0_plot, and dh_item_functions
7.3.6 dh_owned_chest_on_left_click
This script is applied to a chest’s On Left Click & On Open script property. This script makes sure
that if the chest is protected against theft (is_PC_Owned = -1) then clicking will trigger a certain
response if the player is close to it.
Dependencies: dh_party_functions, nw_i0_plot, and dh_item_functions
Globals:
DETECTION_LIMIT the range in which an NPC has to be in order to detect the player. Otherwise,
the player gets away with it.
MAX_CLICK_DISTANCE: The radius in which the player has to be in to invoke the response.
If the player is within MAX_CLICK_DISTANCE and clicks on the chest without actually opening
it and an NPC is within DETECTION_LIMIT that NPC will warn the player or summon the guards.
If the player opens the chest and an NPC is within DETECTION_LIMIT that NPC will warn the
player or summon the guards.
7.3.7 dh_sum_c_guard_heartbeat
This is the heartbeat script that goes into the Heartbeat script property of a city guard. Its main
objective involves destroying summoned guards if the player is far from them.

Note: This is only used when the player manages to bribe a guard that comes to arrest the party.
Otherwise, the guard is destroyed two seconds after the player is taken to prison.
Globals:
fAllowedDistance: The minimum distance allowed between the player and the guard in order for
him to be destroyed. This prevents the guard from being destroyed in view of the player.
7.3.8 ga_dh_bribe_city_guard
This script is a conversation action script. It is used in conversation with city guards to attempt to
bribe them.
Dependencies: dh_guard_functions
Note: The actions are setup to allow for bribe arithmetic to be easily introduced.
7.3.9 ga_dh_bribe_guard
This script is a conversation action script. It is used in conversation with prison guards to attempt to
bribe them.
Dependencies: dh_guard_functions
Note: The actions are setup to allow for bribe arithmetic to be easily introduced.
7.3.10 ga_dh_guard_attack_player
This script is a conversation action script. It is used in conversation with prison guards when the
player chooses to fight and resist arrest. It forces the guard faction to attack the player.
Dependencies: dh_guard_functions
7.3.11 ga_dh_guard_to_prison
This script is a conversation action script. It is used in conversation with guards when the player
chooses to go peacefully to prison. It clears the party inventory, sets the appropriate flags, destroys
the guards, and moves the player to prison.
Dependencies: dh_item_functions
7.3.12 gc_dh_guard_conv_conditional
This script is a conversation conditional script. It is used in conversation with guards to determine
how to greet the player. If the player is wanted an arrest attempt is made.
7.3.13 gc_dh_pguard_conv_conditional
This script is a conversation conditional script. It is used in conversation with prison guards to

determine how to greet the player. If the player is a prisoner a bribe option is available.

7.4 Tutorial: Making Your Own Content
In this section I’ll explain the steps needed to create your own system related content.
7.4.1 Creating a Guarded Item
If you want to create an item that is protected against theft all you need to do is:
1. open up the properties tab of that item
2. go to the variables section
3. create a new variable call it: is_PC_Owned
4. make sure Variable Type is Integer
5. set ValueInt to -1
Now whenever the player or party take this item the module’s On Acquire script will launch and do
the appropriate action.
7.4.2 Creating a Guarded Chest
If you want to create a chest that is protected against theft all you need to do is:
1. open up the properties tab of that item and go to the scripts section
2. put dh_owned_chest_disturbed under On Inventory Disturbed Script
3. put dh_owned_chest_on_left_click under On Left Click and On Open Script
4. go to the variables section
5. create a new variable call it: is_PC_Owned
6. make sure Variable Type is Integer
7. set ValueInt to -1
You should now have a working guarded chest. All its content will be protected since the value of
is_PC_Owned is -1.
7.4.3 Creating your own Prison Chest
Doing this is very simple. All you need to do is make sure the tag matches the string stored in
PRISON_CHEST. If you wish to change this tag you need to change the value of PRISON_CHEST
in the dh_item_functions.
Note: if you want to make this chest protected against theft you have to follow the steps of Creating
a Guarded Chest.
7.4.4 Creating your own Confiscated Prison Chest
This is also simple. All you need to do is match the tag used for your chest with the string stored in
the PRISON_CONF_CHEST global. If you wish to change this tag you need to change the value of
PRISON_CONF_CHEST in the dh_item_functions.

Note: if you want to make this chest protected against theft you have to follow the steps of Creating
a Guarded Chest.
7.4.5 Creating your own Prison
All you need to do is make sure you place a prison stool inside the designated cell area. To insure
that the prison remains locked after the player leaves it is also a good idea to place a Lock Prison
Door trigger.
Note: The submitted system you currently have only allows for one prison. If you want to have
multiple prisons for multiple areas you are going to need to designate different tags for each prison.
7.4.6 Creating your own Prison Door
Similarly to the Prison Chests all you really need to do is make sure the tag you place for your door
matches the value of the PRISON_DOOR global located in the dh_guard_functions script.
7.4.7 Creating your own City Guards
This process is relatively simple to do. All you need to do is:
Make sure the Template Resref is set to the value of GUARD_TEMPLATE located inside the
dh_guard_functions script
Make sure the Tag value is set to the value of GUARD_TAG located inside the dh_guard_functions
script
Make sure the conversation tab has: guard_conversation
Make sure the On Heartbeat Script of your guard is set to dh_sum_c_guard_heartbeat
Note: in order to make your guard the one that gets summoned you have to place a different value
in the Template Resref & Tag of your guard and actually go into the dh_guard_functions script and
change the GUARD_TEMPLATE & GUARD_TAG globals to the values you put.
7.4.8 Creating your own Prison Guards
This is actually similar to but easier than creating a City Guard all you need to do is:
Make sure the Tag value is set to the value of PRISON_GUARD_TAG located inside the
dh_guard_functions script
Make sure the conversation tab has: guard_prison_bribe

7.5 Enhancements and Closing Notes
This system is intended to be a foundation for your game’s theft system. You can enhance the

system to your liking by introducing some new functionality such as:
Bribe Arithmetic: Having the bribe value based on a mathematical formula that factors in certain
skill levels and so forth – can the bribe fail? Will it increase prison time?
Prison Actions: What does the player need to do to escape? Currently you can bribe the guard or
find the trap door but what about other methods? What about reprocussions for each?
NPC Reaction: Maybe you are among thieves? Will they call the guards on you?
Multiple Prisons?

8. The spell system
The spell system is quite complex in implementation. The main include file is called inc_spells and
it contains the helper functions for using the system. Each spell also has its own script named after
the spell’s name. The following table lists all the spells and their descriptions.
Spell

Script

Description

Create Food

ur_createfood

Creates a generic food item into caster’s inventory.

Light

ur_light

Creates a ball of light that lasts for 2 minutes.

Cure

ur_curepoison

Sets the ur_poison flag to FALSE for the target.

Telekinesis

ur_telekinesis

Activates the lever that is targeted.

Detect Traps

ur_detecttraps

Makes all traps around the caster visible.

Awaken

ur_awaken

Wakes up a sleeping character.

Ice Arrow / Flame Arrow

ur_coldblast / ur_firearrow

Shoots a projectile that makes 1-10 points of cold/fire
damage.

Curse

ur_curse

Reduces the target’s AC by 3 for 5 minutes.

Heal

ur_heal

Heals the target creature for 1-10 points.

Invisibility

ur_invisibility

Makes the target invisible for 5 minutes.

Protection

ur_protection

Increases the AC of the target by 3 for 5 minutes.

Destroy Traps

ur_destroytraps

Disables the targeted trap.

ur_lightning

Shoots a bolt of lightning that bounces between targets
causing 3-18 damage to each target.

Circle 1

Circle 2

Circle 3
Lightning

Poison Arrow

ur_poisonarrow

Shoots an arrow that does 1-20 damage to target and
causes poisoning.

Confusion

ur_confusion

Causes EffectConfusion to target creature for 5 minutes.

Might

ur_might

Increases target’s hit chance and damage by 6 for 5
minutes.

Paralyze

ur_paralyze

Causes EffectParalyze to target creature for 5 minutes.

Sleep

ur_sleep

Causes EffectSleep to target creature for 5 minutes.

Acceleration

ur_acceleration

Causes EffectHaste to target creature for 5 minutes.

Reveal

ur_reveal

Makes all script hidden creatures around the caster
visible.

Great Light

ur_greatlight

Makes a ball of light that lasts for 8 minutes.

Chill / Heat

ur_chill / ur_heat

Sets the ur_chill_active / ur_heat_active variable to
TRUE. The heat/cold system is not yet implemented so
this doesn’t affect anything at the moment.

Protect All

ur_protectall

Increases the AC of whole party by 3 for 5 minutes.

Unlock Magic

ur_unlockmagic

Opens a magically locked door/chest.

Conjure

ur_conjure

Summons a lesser creature (boar, bat, badger, bear) to
help in combat.

Dispel Field

ur_dispelfield

Destroys the targeted energy field.

Explosion (fire) /
Explosion (cold)

ur_explosion /
ur_explosioncold

Shoots a projectile that does 11-30 points of fire/cold
damage.

Great Heal

ur_greatheal

Heals the target creature for 11-30 points.

Fire Shield / Ice Shield

ur_fireshield / ur_iceshield

Creates a shield of fire/ice around the caster. The shield
gives 50% immunity against cold/fire and deals level +
1d6 damage to creatures touching it.

Summon Shade

ur_summonshade

Not implemented at the moment.

Refresh

ur_refresh

Removes negative status effects from target and
replenishes the food counter.

Open Locks

ur_openlocks

Opens a normally locked chest/door.

Cause Fear

ur_causefear

Applies EffectFrightened to target creature.

Revive

ur_revive

Resurrects a dead party member.

Gate Travel

ur_gatetravel

Not implemented at the moment.

Circle 4

Circle 5

Circle 6

Flame Wind / Ice Wind

ur_flamewind / ur_icewind

Shoots beams of fire/ice to targets in front of the caster,
doing 4-40 points of fire/ice damage.

Energy Wave

ur_energywave

Shoots beams of electricity to targets in front of caster,
doing 6-60 points of electrical damage.

Energy Field

ur_energyfield

Creates an impassable energy field that does 6-60 points
of electrical damage to any creature entering it.

Fire Ring / Ice Ring

ur_firering / ur_icering

Shoots beams around the caster in circle and does 6-60
points of fire/cold damage.

Mass Might

ur_massmight

Increases the hit chance and damage of the whole party
by 6 for 5 minutes.

Poison Wind

ur_poisonwind

Shoots beams that poison the targets in front of the
caster.

Restoration

ur_restoration

Replenishes hit points and food counter. Removes all
negative status effects and poison.

Freeze / Burn

ur_freeze / ur_burn

Paralyzes the opponent for 5 minutes and causes 8-80
points of ice/fire damage.

Mind Blast

ur_mindblast

Shoots a projectile that does 6-60 points of magical
damage to target creature and stuns the creature for one
minute.

Death Vortex

ur_deathvortex

Creates a moving cloud that will kill any creatures on its
path.

Serpent Bond

ur_serpentbond

Not implemented at the moment.

False Coin

ur_falsecoin

Creates 100 fake gold coins in character’s inventory.

Sword Strike

ur_swordstrike

Shoots a projectile that does 8-80 points of magical
damage to target creature.

Circle 7

Circle 8

The spell book slots which contain two spells are so called dual spells. Only one version of each
dual spell can be learned at the time. So if you learn Ice Arrow the Flame Arrow will disappear and
the other way around.
The maximum circle a character can cast is determined by character’s level and spellcasting skill,
whichever is higher.
The system is based on mana and reagents. Each time a spell is cast it decreases the mana of the
character by amount defined in ur_mana.2da. Casting of spell also removes reagents from reagent
bag. The number and type of reagents is defined in ur_reagents.2da. The mana and reagents are lost
even if the spell fizzles. The chance of spell fizzling is determined by the spellcasting skill.
Skill rank

Fizzle chance

Untrained

cannot cast spells

Apprentice

15%

Journeyman

10%

Expert

5%

Master

0%

The spell system also implements the Hotbar GUI, which is used for casting spells that are placed
into hotbar slots. Each party member has his own hotbar.

8.1 Scripts
This section explains the scripts that are used to implement the spell system.
8.1.1 inc_spells
This is the main include file for the spell system. It contains the constants that are used to reference
spells in the code. For example the Create Food spell is UR_SPELL_CREATE_FOOD. The file
also contains string references for spell descriptions. For example UR_DESC_CREATE_FOOD.
These reference the custom dialog tlk file. Next are defined the starting indices of each circle.
The functions defined in this file are:
int CheckSpell(int spellnum, object oPC)
This function checks if the spellcasting was successful. It first checks if character has enough levels
and spellcasting skill to cast the spell. Then the script checks that character has enough reagents
and mana. If these succeed the reagents are removed from inventory. Next the script checks if spell
fizzles. If not then it returns TRUE and the spell will be cast.
ShowSpellDescs(object oPC, int visible)
This function shows or hides the spell descriptions that are located next to spell icons in the
spellbook GUI.
HideFields(object oPC)
This function hides all the dual spell icons.
HideSpellIcons(object oPC)
This function hides all the normal spell icons.
ShowSpellButtons(object oPC, int visible)
This function shows or hides the navigation buttons for the spellbook GUI.

ShowSpellDescription(object oPC, int visible)
This function shows or hides the spell description that appears on the bottom of spellbook GUI.
ShowCurrentCircle(object oPC, int visible)
This function shows or hides the current circle indicator.
ShowSpellFrame(object oPC, int visible)
This function shows or hides the spellbook GUI frame.
ShowSpellPicture(object oPC, int visible)
This function shows or hides the spellbook background picture.
StoreAndClearKnownSpells(object oPC)
This function clears the list of known spells and stores the known spells to local variables of main
character. These variables are named spell_X_known, where X is the number of spell.
RetrieveKnownSpells(object oPC)
This function retrieves the list of known spells from main character’s local variables and sets the
spells known by calling the SetSpellKnown() function.
LearnSpell(object spell, int spellnum)
This function makes the character learn a spell and destroys the spell scroll.
ShowSpellbookGUI(object oPC, int visible)
This function shows or hides the whole spellbook GUI.
HideSpellIcon(int i, object oPC)
This function hides the given spell icon.
ShowSpellIcon(int i, object oPC)
This function shows the given spell icon.
SetSpellIcon(int spell, object oPC, int index, int level)
This function sets the picture used for given spell icon and disables the spell button if player’s level
is not high enough.
ShowCircle(int circle, object oPC)

This function shows the icons for the whole circle given as parameter.
SetDualSpellIcon(int spell, object oPC, int desc, int index, string str, int level, int slot)
This function sets the picture for a dual spell button and disables the button if player’s level is not
high enough.
SetHasSpellbook(object oPC)
This function sets the has_spellbook flag that indicates that character has his own spellbook in
inventory. It also fetches the cleared known spells back from main character’s local variables. This
function is called by the On Acquire module script, when player picks up his own spellbook.
8.1.2 inc_mana
This file contains functions related to mana usage. The following functions are defined:
int CheckMana(int circle, object oPC)
This function checks that the mana that oPC has is greater or equal to the given spell circle.
DecreaseMana(int circle, object oPC)
This function reduces the mana by the given amount and shows a notification message.
CheckLevel(int circle, object oPC)
This function checks that player’s level is greater or equal to the given spell circle.
CheckFizzle(object oPC)
This function checks, if the spell fizzles. And if so then it shows a notification message.
int GetSpellCircle(object oPC, int spellnum)
This function gets the spell’s mana cost from ur_mana.2da. At the moment the cost is equal to the
circle of the spell.
int CheckAndReduceMana(object oPC, int spellnum)
This is the main function called by the spell system. It gets the mana cost, checks mana and reduces
the mana. If character hasn’t enough mana a notification is shown.
8.1.3 inc_reagent
This file contains functions related to reagent usage. The following functions are defined:
int GetReagentCount(string reagent, int spellnum)
Gets the number of reagent needed for the given spell from ur_reagents.2da.

int GetHasReagent(object oCaster, string reagent)
Returns TRUE if oCaster has reagent in his inventory.
int GetHasReagents(...)
Returns TRUE if oCaster has all the given reagents in his inventory.
RemoveReagent(object oCaster, string reagent)
Removes one piece of reagent from oCaster’s inventory.
RemoveReagents(...)
Removes all the given reagents from caster’s inventory.
RemoveReagentsForSpell(object oPC, int spellnum)
Removes all the reagents that are needed for given spell from the caster’s inventory. This is called
by the spell system code when trying to cast a spell.
int CheckReagents(object oPC, int spellnum)
Checks that the caster has all the reagents needed for the given spell. This is called by the spell
system when trying to cast a spell.
8.1.4 gui_cast_hot_spell
This script is called by the hotbar.xml GUI, when player clicks a hotbar spell button. This script is
used for hotbar spells that are cast to self. First the script checks that player has his own spellbook
in the inventory. If he has, then the script checks that the player’s spellcasting skill is high enough
for the spell’s circle. If it is, the script will start casting the spell.
8.1.5 gui_cast_hot_spell_loc
This script works the same as gui_cast_hot_spell. The only difference is that the spell in question is
targeted to a location.
8.1.6 gui_cast_hot_spell_target
This script works the same as gui_cast_hot_spell. The only difference is that the spell in question is
targeted to a target.
8.1.7 gui_cast_spell
This script is called by the known_spells.xml GUI, when player double clicks a spell button in the
spellbook. This handles spells targeted to self or some target. The script checks that player has high
enough spellcasting skill and then proceeds with casting the spell.

8.1.8 gui_cast_spell_loc
This script is similar to gui_cast_spell. The difference is that the spell in question is targeted to a
location.
8.1.9 gui_change_hotbar
This script is called by the hotbar.xml GUI. It checks if the currently controlled character has
changed and if so, then changes the contents of hotbar to that character’s buttons.
8.1.10 gui_close_book
This script is called when player tries to open the spellbook GUI. If the player has no spellcasting
skill, then the book is immediately closed and a notification will be shown. This also happens if the
character has no spellbook in inventory.
8.1.11 gui_decr_sl
This script is called when player clicks the previous circle button. It decreases the current circle if it
is greater than 1.
8.1.12 gui_incr_sl
This script is called when player clicks the next circle button. It increases the current circle if it is
less than LEVEL_CAP.
8.1.13 gui_scribe_spell
This script is called by contextmenu.xml GUI, when player selects scribe spell from the right-click
menu of inventory screen. First it checks that player has his spellbook in the inventory. If so it then
makes the player learn the spell and destroys the scroll. Finally the spellbook GUI is updated.
8.1.14 gui_set_hotbar_button
This script is called by the hotbar.xml GUI when player drags a spell from spellbook onto hotbar.
The script first checks that the selected spell is known and then sets the hotbar variables for the
hotbar slot in question. Finally the script updates the hotbar GUI, so that the new spell is shown.
8.1.15 gui_set_spell_selection
This script is called when player starts dragging a spell from spellbook to hotbar. It sets the global
variable ur_selected_spell to the number of given spell and the variable ur_spell_type to the
selected spell’s type. This is used for adding the spell to hotbar by the gui_set_hotbar_button script.
8.1.16 gui_show_spell_desc
This script is called by the known_spells.xml GUI when player moves the mouse cursor over a spell
button. This script will show the description of the selected spell at the bottom of the spellbook
GUI.

8.1.17 gui_update_spellbook
This script is called when spellbook GUI should be updated. An update is made only if the area has
changed or the controlled character has changed since last update. This is done to avoid slowdown
when the spellbook is open. First the script checks that player has the spellcasting skill. If not then
update is not made. Also if player has no spellbook the update is skipped. After these tests the
spellbook GUI is made visible. Next the script gets the currently selected circle and shows spell
icons and spell descriptions that belong to that circle.
8.1.18 gui_update_hotbar_states
This script is called by the hotbar.xml GUI to update the disabled statuses of hotbar buttons when
player’s level changes. This can cause previously disabled buttons to become enabled if the level
has risen high enough.
8.1.19 inc_hotbar
This script defines constants and function that are used when modifying the hotbar GUI. One
constant is defined, HOTBAR_SIZE, that tells the number of slots in the hotbar. It is currently set
to 12. The script contains one function:
SetupHotbarGUI(int spell, object oPC, int button, string type)
This function is called to set the contents of a given hotbar slot. The parameters are the spell that
should go into slot, the character whose hotbar is in question, the slots index and the type of the
spell. The function sets the icon of the spell in the hotbar slot.
8.1.20 inc_skills
There is one function in this include file, that is used with the spell system. The function is:
int CheckSpellLevel(int sl, int rank, object oPC)
This function checks that the player has high enough spellcasting skill to cast a spell at the given
spell level.
8.1.21 various spellscripts
There is a number of scripts, which are executed when the spell is actually cast. They all follow the
same basic pattern. First the script calls CheckSpell() function to check the spellcasting skill, mana
and reagents. And if these all checks go through then the actual spell logic is executed.

8.2 2da-files
The spell system uses some 2da-files in its implementation.
8.2.1 cls_spgn_sorc.2da

This file defines the number and level of spells the character gets. All the spell levels are set to 1 to
allow the character gain any level spells on all levels.
8.2.2 iprp_spells.2da
This file defines the spells that can be made into scrolls. All the spells are included and they are set
usable on level 0, so the player can cast any spell scroll he has at any level. This of course destroys
the scroll. The file also defines the ACTIVATE_ITEM spell which is used when making usable
items.
8.2.3 packspwiz1.2da
This file defines the spells the character get when going through NWN2 style character creation.
This file is made empty to bypass the original spell system.
8.2.4 ur_mana.2da
This file defines the mana costs for the spells in the spell system. The mana cost is at the moment
equal to spell’s circle and changing the mana costs will cause the system to bug. This will be fixed
in future releases. The format of the file is as follows:
Row

Cost

0

1

1

1

...

...

where Row is the spell_number - 1009 and the cost is the level/mana cost of the spell.
8.2.5 ur_reagents.2da
This file defines the reagents needed for the spells in the spell system. The format of the file is as
follows:
Row

SA

BM

BP

MR

NS

WH

SS

BS

GA

GI

SSI

0

****

****

****

1

****

****

****

****

1

1

****

1

1

****

****

****

****

****

****

****

****

****

****

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

where Row is the spell_number - 1009 and the other columns signify the reagents that are needed.
8.2.6 spells.2da
This is the main 2da-file, that defines the actual spells and their spell scripts. The spells of our
system start from index 1009.

8.3 GUI files
The spell system uses some xml files in its implementation.
8.3.1 hotbar.xml
This GUI file implements the hotbar GUI. It has been completely rewritten to support our own spell
hotbar functionality.
8.3.2 spells_known.xml
This file implements the spellbook GUI. It has also been rewritten to support our own system.

8.4 Using the system
8.4.1 Changing the reagents used by spells
The reagents used by a spell can be easily changed by editing the ur_reagents.2da file.
8.4.2 Changing the mana costs of the spells
This is currently not possible, because the mana cost should always be equal to the spell’s circle in
order for the system to work correctly.
8.4.3 Creating new spells
Currently the spellbook GUI is fixed so that there are always 6 spells per circle. So to add new
spells you need to replace some existing spell by a new one. The spell’s name and description can
be changed in cust_dialog_integration.tlk and a new spell script set to spells.2da. Then just define
the reagents in ur_reagents.2da.

9. Combat mechanics
Most of the original combat mechanics of NWN2 are in use. The enhancements are the attack/
damage bonuses from weapon skills and the AC bonuses from defense skills. These are explained
in more detail in the Skill system chapter. Some scripts are also defined that are used with monsters.
These scripts are used to implement the poison system, critical hits and the resting system.
When player is hit by an enemy that is poisonous the player will get poisoned. This is implemented
by the on_combat_round script. When player hits an enemy, there is a chance he will make a
critical hit. Finally when an encounter happens during resting and there is no guard, the characters
will be stunned. When they get hit they have a chance of waking up. This is explained in more
detail in the Resting system chapter.

9.1 Scripts
This section explains the scripts used by combat system.
9.1.1 on_combat_round
This script is called when the current combat round ends. It checks if the monster is poisoned. If
it is the monster gets damage by the POISON_DAMAGE amount, which is currently set to 1. If
the monster itself is poisonous then a script parameter is set to TRUE. Finally the on_pc_damaged
script is called to handle the damage done to party member. The script is executed for the last target
of the monster in question.
9.1.2 on_combat_damage
This script is called when a monster takes damage. The scripts checks the appropriate critical hit
skill: Precise Blow for melee weapons and Precise Shot for ranged weapons. If check succeeds then
the done damage will be doubled. Also character’s weapon will be damage if he successfully hits a
monster.
9.1.3 on_creature_death
This script is called when a monster dies. It gets the amount of experience for the monster from
ur_experience.2da and gives it to party members. The character that struck the killing blow will get
the exp doubled.
9.1.4 on_pc_damaged
This script checks if a party member took damage from monster. If the monster is poisonous then
the party member will be poisoned. Also the player’s armor and shield will be damaged if hit by a
monster. This script is also used by the resting system. When player gets hit he will have a chance
of waking up. After he has awoken he will try to wake up others.

10. The class system
We have made a custom character class system, that is implemented on top of the original NWN2
system. The main character’s class is determined by the virtue questions. The following table lists
all the classes, their virtues and stats.
Table 1. Classes and stats
Virtue
Valor
Honor
Honesty
Compassion
Humility
Justice
Sacrifice
Spirituality

Class
Fighter
Paladin
Mage
Bard
Shepherd
Druid
Tinker
Ranger

Strength
23
20
18
18
18
18
20
21

Dexterity
18
18
18
23
18
20
20
21

Intelligence
18
20
23
18
18
20
18
21

From the game’s point of view, the character class is always Wizard. This is done to make all the
Ultima classes to be able to cast spells. The classes.2da is edited so that there is only one available
class, Commoner, which is based on the original Wizard class. The hit die of the Wizard class is
changed to 30 to implement Ultima style hit points.
The original character creation of NWN2 is mostly skipped and the character creation screens are
made hidden, so they don’t flicker when they are skipped. Only character creation screens that are
left are the name selection and appearance screens.
There is only one race available, which is human, because Ultima doesn’t have other races.
The Ultima style character class also determines the initial skills of the character. They are listed in
the following tables:
Fighter

Rank

Attack

Apprentice

Defense

Apprentice

Small Arms

Journeyman

Heavy Arms

Journeyman

Parrying

Journeyman

Dual Wield

Journeyman

Precise Blow

Journeyman

Unarmed

Journeyman

Druid

Rank

Attack

Apprentice

Defense

Apprentice

Endurance

Apprentice

Regeneration

Apprentice

Naturalist

Apprentice

Concentration

Apprentice

Duration

Apprentice

Smooth Talker

Apprentice

Spellcasting

Journeyman

Healer

Journeyman

Explorer

Journeyman

Paladin

Rank

Attack

Apprentice

Defense

Apprentice

Small Arms

Journeyman

Heavy Arms

Journeyman

Dual Wield

Journeyman

Parrying

Apprentice

Precise Blow

Apprentice

Unarmed

Apprentice

Spellcasting

Apprentice

Battle Magic

Apprentice

Impedance

Apprentice

Mage

Rank

Attack

Apprentice

Defense

Apprentice

Spellcasting

Journeyman

Battle Magic

Journeyman

Concentration

Journeyman

Duration

Journeyman

Healer

Journeyman

Impedance

Journeyman

Bard

Rank

Attack

Apprentice

Defense

Apprentice

Small Arms

Apprentice

Spellcasting

Apprentice

Duration

Apprentice

Healer

Apprentice

Impedance

Apprentice

Precise Shot

Apprentice

Explorer

Journeyman

Ranged Weapons

Journeyman

Smooth Talker

Journeyman

Tinker

Rank

Attack

Apprentice

Defense

Apprentice

Repair

Journeyman

Lockpicking

Journeyman

Disarming

Journeyman

Endurance

Apprentice

Small Arms

Apprentice

Heavy Arms

Apprentice

Parrying

Apprentice

Precise Blow

Apprentice

Unarmed

Apprentice

Ranger

Rank

Attack

Apprentice

Defense

Apprentice

Endurance

Apprentice

Regeneration

Apprentice

Naturalist

Apprentice

Small Arms

Apprentice

Parrying

Apprentice

Dual Wield

Apprentice

Precise Blow

Apprentice

Spellcasting

Apprentice

Concentration

Apprentice

Healer

Apprentice

Ranged Weapons

Apprentice

Explorer

Apprentice

Shepherd

Rank

Attack

Apprentice

Defense

Apprentice

Regeneration

Expert

Naturalist

Expert

Explorer

Expert

10.1 Scripts
This section explains the scripts used to implement the class system.
10.1.1 ur_set_character_class
This script is called when the virtue questions are done. It gets as a parameter the name of the
selected Ultima class. It first sets the ur_char_class local variable, that contains the name of the
Ultima class. Then the script sets a custom token <CUSTOM2000> to the name of the class. This is
used by the conversation to tell the player what class he has selected.
Next the script checks, what class is selected and sets the appropriate stats by calling the
SetAbilities() function. Then the script sets the initial skills and updates the skill GUI. Finally the
script applies the effects of all the weapon, defense and modifier skills.
10.1.2 class_selected
This script is used by the character creation conversation to check if the player has already selected
a class, in which case the character creation won’t be done again.
10.1.3 gui_update_ur_class
This script shows the class of the character, contained in ur_char_class variable, on the character
screen GUI.
10.1.4 select_virtue

This script is used by the character creation conversation to store the currently selected virtue.
It sets a local variable virtueX, where X is the number of the question from which the virtue is
selected.
10.1.5 ur_cont_conversation
This script is called by the character creation conversations to proceed to the next stage of the
process. It clears the appropriate virtueX variables and starts the new conversation.
10.1.6 ur_start_creation
This script is called to start the character creation conversation.
10.1.7 virtue_selected1
This script checks if the player has selected two given virtues at two first questions. It is used to
select the 5th question.
10.1.8 virtue_selected2
This script checks if the player has selected two given virtues at question 3 and 4. It is used to select
the 6th question.
10.1.9 virtue_selected3
This script checks if the player has selected two given virtues at questions 5 and 6. It is used to
select the final question.

10.2 Conversations
This section explains the conversations used with the class system
10.2.1 ur_charcreation_start
This conversation asks the first four virtue question, where half of the virtues is dropped away. It
sets the variables virtueX, where X ranges from 0 to 3. So 4 of the total 8 virtues will be selected.
After the questions have been asked the conversation calls ur_cont_conversation to proceed to the
next stage.
10.2.2 ur_charcreation_middle
This conversation asks two virtue questions and again half of the virtues are dropped. It sets the
variable virtue4 and virtue5, so 2 of the 4 remaining virtues will be selected. Then the conversation
proceeds to final stage of the character creation process.
10.2.3 ur_charcreation_final

This conversation asks the final question, where the final virtue will be selected from two remaining
ones. It sets the virtue6 variable to the chosen virtue and calls ur_set_character_class to set the
character class. After this the character creation is complete.

10.3 2da-files
This section describes the 2da-files used by the class system.
10.3.1 backgrounds.2da
This 2da-file lists the available backgrounds for a newly created character. It is left empty, since we
don’t use backgrounds in Unified System.
10.3.1 classes.2da
This file defines the NWN2 style character classes that are available to player. Currently there
is only one class, the Commoner, which is copied from the original Wizard class, with slight
modifications.
10.3.1 cls_feat_wiz.2da
This file defines the feats the character gets in the character creation process. Although our system
doesn’t have feats, still some feats are needed in order to be able to use weapons and armor. So the
Commoner class will get the following feats at the start of the game:
WeapProfWizard
WeapProfSim
WeapProfEx
WeapProfMar
ArmProfHvy
ArmProfLgt
ArmProfMed
Shield

This makes it possible to use all the weapons and armor for the character.
10.3.1 packftwiz1.2da
This file contains the feats the character will get when leveling up. The only change is that the
Toughness feat was removed, because it caused one extra hit point per level.
10.3.1 racialtypes.2da
This file contains the races that player can select. Currently there is only one race available which is
Human.
10.3.1 racialsubtypes.2da
This file contains the subraces for the races defined in racialtypes.2da. Currently there is only one

subrace which is Human.

10.4 Modifying the class system
10.4.1 Changing the hit points per level
Hit points that are given when character levels up can be easily changed by editing the hit dice
column in classes.2da. Currently it is set to 30.
10.4.2 Creating new character class
It is quite easy to make a new character class. Add a condition with class’ name to
ur_set_character_class and add code that sets abilities and skills in that condition’s code.
For example:
if(class == “<classname>”)
{
SetAbilities(str, intl, dex);
SetApprenticeSkill(<skillname>, oPC);
SetJourneymanSkill(<skillname>, oPC);
…
}

Then you can execute the ur_set_character_class script with <classname> given as parameter.

10.5 Enhancements to class system
10.5.1 Enhancing the virtue questions system
The virtue questions conversation could be enhanced by making it more random. At the moment
the virtue pairs for each question are fixed and the questions come in fixed order. These could be
randomized to make the system more interesting.

11. Shopping & money exchange system
The Unified System provides two systems dealing with money. These are the Shopping system and
the Money Exchange system. Because this was originally a Serpent Isle style project, there are four
currencies Monetari, Guilders, Ophidian Coins and Gold Coins. The rates of the currencies are as
follows:
1 monetari is 2 gold coins.
1 gold coin is 2 ophidian coins
2 gold coins is 3 guilders

The money can be exchanged by talking to a money exchanger. The exchange is implemented in a
conversation called ur_exchange. It lets you select a party member who wants to exchange money

and performs the exchange. The exchanger also exchanges gold bars, gold nuggets and gems to
money, but you cannot exchange money back to any of these.
The rates for bars, nuggets and gems are as follows:
1 gold bar is 400 gold coins
1 gold nugget is 20 gold coins
1 gem is 50 gold coins

The shopping system is basically the original NWN2 system with one enhancement. The shop can
use any number of different currencies and the current currency can be changed by clicking a button
on the GUI. The prices are automatically converted to currently selected currency.

11.1 Scripts
This section explains the scripts used for implementing the shopping / money exchange system.
11.1.1 ur_money_functions
This script contains the main constants and functions for handling money. It contains the following
constants:
MONEY_STACK_MAX = 100, the maximum size of a money stack in inventory
RATE_GOLD = 1.0, the exchange rate of gold coins
RATE_OPHIDIAN = 2.0, the exchange rate of ophidian coins
RATE_MONETARI = 0.5, the exchange rate of monetari
RATE_GUILDER = 1.5, the exchange rate of guilders
RATE_BAR = 0.0025, the exchange rate of gold bars
RATE_NUGGET = 0.05, the exchange rate of nuggets
RATE_GEM = 0.02, the exchange rate of gems
It contains also the following functions:
object GetExchanger()
This functions returns the object for the character that is going to exchange money. The current
exchanger is set by the conversation by setting the ur_trainee variable to party member’s object.
int CountTotal(string tag, object oPC)
Gets the total number of items with tag tag in the oPC’s inventory.
int CountTotalGold(object oPC)
Gets the total number of gold coins in oPC’s inventory.
int CountTotalMonetari(object oPC)
Gets the amount of monetari in oPC’s inventory.
int CountTotalOphidian(object oPC)

Gets the amount of ophidian coins in oPC’s inventory.
int CountTotalGuilder(object oPC)
Gets the amount of guilders in oPC’s inventory.
int CountTotalBar(object oPC)
Gets the number of gold bars in oPC’s inventory.
int CountTotalNugget(object oPC)
Gets the number of gold nuggets in oPC’s inventory.
int CountTotalGem(object oPC)
Gets the number of gems in oPC’s inventory.
float ConvertFromTo(string from, string to, int amount)
Converts from one currency to another by using the exchange rates. The amount in first coinage is
given as parameter.
RemoveCoin(object oPC, string coin, int amount)
Removes the given amount of coinage type given by coin parameter from oPC’s inventory.
string GetCurrentCurrency()
Gets the current currency selected for a store. It is stored in main character’s local variable called
store_currency.
AddMoney(string tag, object oPC, int amount)
Adds the given amount of coinage specified by tag parameter to oPC’s inventory.
11.1.2 ur_exchange_coin
This script is called by the money exchange conversation to do the actual exchange. First the script
gets the party member that is doing the exchange. Then the script gets the amounts of from and to
coins. The script removes the original coinage and adds the destination coinage to inventory.
11.1.3 ur_set_coin_amount
This script sets the local variable ur_exchange_from_amount, which contains the amount of source
coins to exchange.
11.1.4 ur_set_coin_amount2

This script is called to set the ur_exchange_from_amount to its maximum value, i.e. the total
number of source coinage in inventory.
11.1.5 ur_set_coin_from
This script is called to set the coin_from variable, which contains the currency of the source coins.
It also sets two custom tokens: <CUSTOM2006> which contains the name of the currency and
<CUSTOM2007> which contains the amount of currency in inventory.
11.1.6 ur_set_coin_to
This script is called to set the coin_to variable, that contains the destination currency of the
exchange. It also sets three custom tokens: <CUSTOM2006> that contains the destination currency,
<CUSTOM2007> which contains the amount of destination currency and <CUSTOM2008>
which contains the exchange fee. The fee is determined by multiplying the destination amount by
FEE_PERCENTAGE constant which is currently set to 2% of the total sum. The fee is always at
least 1 coin.
11.1.7 ur_is_coin_set
This script checks if the coinage to exchange from is set.
11.1.8 ur_is_coin_set2
This script checks if the coinage to exchange from is from currency given as parameter.
11.1.9 ur_is_dest_coin_set
This script checks if the coinage to exchange to is set.
11.1.10 ur_has_more_than2
This script checks if the amount of coinage to exchange from is greater or equal to given amount.
11.1.11 gui_store_change_currency
This script is called by the store.xml GUI, when the player clicks the change currency button. The
script changes the store_currency variable to the new currency and calls the gui_set_store_items
script to update the GUI.
11.1.12 gui_store_buy
This script is called when the player buys something from the store. It adds the bought item to
character’s inventory and removes coins of the selected currency from inventory.
11.1.13 gui_set_store_items
This script is called to set up a store. It checks the name of the store and adds the store’s items by
calling the AddStoreItem function.

11.1.14 inc_store
This script contains functions used with the store system. The following functions are defined:
11.4.15 ur_open_armour_store
This script sets the currencies for the armour store.
11.4.16 ur_open_weapon_store
This script sets the currencies for the weapon store.
GetStoreName()
This function gets the name of store. The name is stored in main character’s local variable called
store_name.
AddStoreItem(string tag, string name, int price, string icon, int row)
This function adds a new item to store’s inventory. The item created is determined by the tag
parameter. The name parameter is a description that is displayed next to icon determined by
the icon parameter. The price parameter gives the price in gold coins and it is converted to the
current currency used by the store. The row parameter determines the row of the store’s inventory
that the item is displayed on. The script sets the following local variables for main character:
ur_tag_X which is the tag of the item on row X, ur_price_X, which is the price of the item and
ur_currency_X, which is the currency used for the item.

11.2 Conversations
This section explains the conversations used by the money exchange system
11.2.1 ur_exchange
This conversation is started when player talks to a money exchanger. First the conversation asks
which party member wants to exchange coins and sets the ur_trainee variable to the selected party
member. Then the conversation asks what coinage the party member wants to exchange and calls
the ur_set_coin_from script to set the source coinage. The conversation then displays the amount of
the selected currency and asks how much the party member wants to exchange. Then the destination
coinage is selected. The conversation displays the amount in destination currency minus the
exchange fee and performs the exchange.

11.3 GUI files
This section describes the GUI files used by the store system
11.3.1 store.xml

This file is basically the original store system of NWN2 with one enhancement. A change
currency button is added to the GUI. When player double clicks an item in store’s inventory
the gui_store_buy script is executed. When player clicks the change currency button the
gui_store_change_currency script is executed. When the item list is created the gui_set_store_items
script is called to set up the list.

11.4 Using the shopping & money exchange system
11.4.1 Creating a money exchanger NPC
It is easy to create an NPC that works as money exchanger:
1. Create a new NPC or copy an existing blueprint
2. Set the NPC’s conversation to ur_exchange
11.4.2 Creating a new store
This is how to create a new store:
1. Select a name for the store.
2. Create a new NPC that works as a merchant.
3. Create a new script, that is named for example ur_open_X_store, where X is the name of the
store.
4. Create a conversation for the NPC that calls the ur_open_X_store script.
5. Include the following code in ur_open_X_store script:
SetLocalInt(GetFirstPC(), "store_set", FALSE);
SetLocalString(GetFirstPC(), "store_name", "armour_store");
SetLocalString(GetFirstPC(), "store_currency1", <Currency1>);
SetLocalString(GetFirstPC(), "store_currency2", <Currency2>);
...
SetLocalString(GetFirstPC(), "store_currency", <DefaultCurrency>);
DisplayGuiScreen(GetFirstPC(), "SCREEN_STORE", FALSE, "store.xml");

6. Modify the gui_set_store_items script and add a condition for the new store and include the
following code:
if(GetStoreName() == <STORE_NAME>)
{
AddStoreItem("gs_crit0", "Great Sword", 200, "it_wb_gsword00", 0);
AddStoreItem("ss_crit0", "Short Sword", 100, "it_m_shortsword", 1);
AddStoreItem("hc_crit0", "Heavy Crossbow", 150, "it_m_heavyxbow", 2);
AddStoreItem(<Item_tag>, <Item_name>, <Item_price>, <Item_tag>, 3);
}

12. The skill system

The Unified System includes the following skills:
Skill name

Description

General skills
Attack

Increases the chance to hit with any weapon

Defense

Increases the armor class of the character

Endurance

Decreases poison damage and food consumption

Regeneration

Increases the regeneration rate of health

Repair

Allows the character to repair weapons/armor

Naturalist

Decreases the effect of bad sleeping conditions, increases the chance to find hidden reagents on
overland map

Alchemy

Allows character to create potions with an alchemy workbench

Combat skills
Small arms

Increases the hit probability and damage of one-handed weapons

Heavy arms

Increases the hit probability and damage of two-handed weapons

Parrying

Increases the armor class when character is wielding a shield

Dual wield

Allows the character to wield two weapons

Precise blow

Increases the critical hit chance when using melee weapons

Unarmed

Increases the hit probability and damage when fighting unarmed

Magic skills
Spellcasting

Allows character to cast spells from spellbook. Affects the maximum circle that character can use.

Battle magic

Increases the damage done by attack spells

Concentration

Increases the mana regeneration rate

Duration

Increases the duration of time based spells (light, invisibility, etc..)

Healer

Increases the power of healing spells

Impedance

Increases the magic resistance of character

Adventurer
skills
Lockpicking

Allows character to pick locks

Explorer

Not implemented at the moment

Ranged
weapons

Increases the hit probability and damage done by ranged weapons

Pickpocket

Allows character to pickpocket NPCs

Disarming

Allows character to disarm traps

Smooth talker

Makes extra dialog options available

Precise shot

Increases the critical hit chance when using ranged weapons

Skills have five possible levels. The levels are defined as follows:
Textual value

Numerical value

Untrained

0

Apprentice

5

Journeyman

10

Expert

15

Master

20

Skills and skill levels are defined in ur_skill_constants file and the skill functions in inc_skills.
From programming point of view these skills can be divided to four classes.

12.1 Weapon skills
Weapon skills contain all the attack skills in the game. They work by applying EffectAttackIncrease
and EffectDamageIncrease effects to character that has the skill and uses a right type of weapon.
Attack bonuses can be get by GetXAttackBonus(int rank) function where rank is the skill rank.
Damage bonuses can be get by GetXDamageBonus(int rank) function.
The effect of a given weapon skill is applied by calling the WeaponSkillEffect(int skill, object oPC)
function. The effects of weapon skills can be removed by calling the RemoveWeaponSkillEffects()
function.
The attack and damage bonuses are same for all the weapon skills at the moment:
Skill rank

Attack bonus

Damage bonus

Untrained

-4

-4

Apprentice

1

1

Journeyman

2

2

Expert

4

4

Master

8

8

The Attack skill works as follows:
Skill rank

Attack bonus

Untrained

0

Apprentice

1

Journeyman

2

Expert

3

Master

4

The correct way to use weapon skill system is demonstrated in the following code snippet:
object oPC = GetControlledCharacter(GetFirstPC());
RemoveWeaponSkillEffects(oPC);
WeaponSkillEffect(UR_ATTACK, oPC);
WeaponSkillEffect(UR_SMALL_ARMS, oPC);

The important thing is to apply the general Attack skill at first and then after that the appropriate
weapon skill. Also the skill effects have to be removed before reapplying the skill.
The weapon skills are automatically applied by the inventory GUI when a weapon is equipped or
unequipped, so normally there’s no need to call the aforementioned functions directly.
There is also a function that checks what type of weapon the character is wielding and updates the
weapon and defense skill effects accordingly. This function is called UpdateWeaponSkills().
For checking what type of weapon/armor a character is wielding there is a function for each type,
for example IsSmallArms(), IsUnarmed() and IsShield().

12.2 Defense skills
Defense skills include Defense and Parrying skills. They work by applying EffectACIncrease effect
to increase armor class. Additionally the Parrying skill also uses the original NWN2 Parry skill.
The AC increase of Defense skill can be get by calling GetDefenseAcIncrease function and it is
defined as follows:
Skill rank

AC increase

Untrained

0

Apprentice

1

Journeyman

2

Expert

3

Master

4

The Parrying skill should be applied only if character has a shield equipped. It gives the following
bonuses in addition to shield’s own AC bonus. Applying the Parrying skill also sets NWN2 Parry
skill’s rank to same value than its own rank.
Skill rank

AC increase (shield equipped)

Parry rank

Untrained

0

0

Apprentice

1

5

Journeyman

2

10

Expert

3

15

Master

4

20

The defense skills are applied by calling DefenseSkillEffect(int skill, object oPC). The function
should be first called for UR_DEFENSE skill and then for UR_PARRYING if a shield is equipped.
DefenseSkillEffect(UR_DEFENSE, oPC);
if(IsShield(oPC))
{
DefenseSkillEffect(UR_PARRYING, oPC);
}

The inventory GUI calls the DefenseSkillEffect() when a shield is equipped / unequipped so there’s
no need to explicitly call the function.

12.3 Modifier skills
The modifier skills set local float variables that are used to modify effects of other systems.
For example when damage is done by a spell, the damage is multiplied by the damage modifier.
The following modifiers are currently in use:
Variable

Effect

Associated skill

food_modifier

affects the food consumption rate

Endurance

poison_modifier

affects the damage done by poison

Endurance

reg_modifier

affects the health regen

Regeneration

mana_reg_modifier

affects the mana regen

Concentration

duration_modifier

affects the duration of time based spell

Duration

heal_modifier

affects the amount healed by healing spells

Healer

rest_modifier

affects the comfortability of resting

Naturalist

dam_modifier

affects the damage done by attack spells

Battle magic

The modifiers are calculated as follows:
food_modifier, poison_modifier: 1.0 - skill_rank / 30.0
other modifiers: 1.0 + skill_rank / 30.0
For example Journeyman level Healer skill gives 1.0 + 10 / 30.0 = 1.33 as heal_modifier, so the
healed amount is 33% larger than without the skill. For the Master level Endurance skill the poison
modifier is 1.0 - 20 / 30.0 = 0.33, so poison does only 33% of its normal damage.
Modifier skill’s effect is applied by calling ModifierSkillEffect(int skill, object oPC) function.

12.4 Special skills
This contains all the left over skills that don’t fit into previous categories. They all are implemented
differently.
12.4.1 Repair
Repair skill is used for repairing weapons/armor with a repair workbench. When an item is placed
into workbench’s inventory the GUI executes ur_do_repair script, which performs a skill check
and either repairs or damages the item. The amount of repair/damage can be changed by modifying
the REPAIR_AMOUNT constant, which is currently set to 25.0. The constant is defined in
inc_condition file.
Skill rank

Repair probability

Damage probability

Untrained

-

-

Apprentice

30%

17.5%

Journeyman

55%

11.25%

Expert

80%

5%

Master

100%

0%

12.4.2 Alchemy
Alchemy works with same logic as the repair skill. When character places an item into alchemy
workbench the GUI calls ur_do_alchemy script. The script makes a skill check and if it succeeds a
remove injury potion is created, else the potion will be a poison potion. At the moment these are the
only potions that the skill can create.
Skill rank

Remove injury potion

Poison potion

Untrained

-

-

Apprentice

30%

70%

Journeyman

55%

45%

Expert

80%

20%

Master

100%

0%

12.4.3 Precise blow
This skill affects the chance of critical hit, when melee weapons are used. It also affects unarmed
fighting. The combat system does a skill check when a party member does damage to a monster. If
the check succeeds a critical hit happens. This causes the party member to make double damage.
The probability of critical hit is defined as follows:
Skill rank

Critical hit chance

Untrained

5%

Apprentice

10%

Journeyman

15%

Expert

20%

Master

25%

12.4.4 Precise shot
This skill affects the chance of critical hit when using a ranged weapon. It works exactly the same
way as the Precise blow skill.
12.4.5 Smooth talking
Smooth talking skill is used with conversations. It can be used to enable extra dialogue choices
or a skill check can be made to check if character can talk his way through some situation. In the
demo module this skill is used when in prison and trying to bribe the guard. The bribe amount will
be lower if character has trained the Smooth talking skill. Also when being arrested by a guard the
character may be able to talk his way out of the situation if he has Master level Smooth talking skill.
There is a helper function GetPartySpeechSkill() which will return the maximum level of Smooth
talking skill for the whole party.
12.4.6 Disarming
The disarming skill enables a character to detect and disarm traps. The skill is implemented by
setting the skill rank of NWN2 Search and Disable trap skills equal to Disarming rank. So the skill
uses the original NWN2 implementation.
Skill rank

Search rank

Disable trap rank

Untrained

0

0

Apprentice

5

5

Journeyman

10

10

Expert

15

15

Master

20

20

12.4.7 Pickpocket
The Pickpocket skill is implemented by having the GUI call gui_try_pickpocket script when a
pickpocket attempt is made by a character. This script makes a skill check and if it succeeds gets an
item from target’s inventory. If the check fails, the target will notice the attempt and the Stealing
system will be called. The success probabilities are as follows:
Skill rank

Success

Noticed

Untrained

-

-

Apprentice

30%

70%

Journeyman

55%

45%

Expert

80%

20%

Master

100%

0%

12.4.8 Explorer
This skill is not implemented in this version of the Unified System.
12.4.9 Impedance
The Impedance skill works by increasing the character’s magic resistance.It uses the
EffectSpellResistanceIncrease effect to accomplish this. The spell resistance are defined as follows:
Skill rank

Magic resistance

Untrained

0%

Apprentice

5%

Journeyman

10%

Expert

15%

Master

20%

12.4.10 Spellcasting
The spellcasting skill is used for determining what level spells the party member can cast. If skill
is untrained, then the spellbook will be disabled and the party member cannot cast spells. The

following tables gives the levels that spellcasting skill allows the party member to cast:
Skill rank

Max level

Untrained

cannot cast spells

Apprentice

3

Journeyman

5

Expert

7

Master

8

12.5 Scripts
This section explains the main scripts used by the skill system. The scripts relating to skill training
are described in detail in the training system chapter.
12.5.1 inc_skills
This is the main include file of the skill system. It contains all the functions for using the skill
system. The functions are:
RemoveWeaponSkillEffects(object oPC)
This function removes all the damage and attack bonuses resulting from weapon skills.
RemoveDefenseSkillEffects(object oPC)
This function removes all the AC bonuses resulting from defense skills.
int GetUrWeaponType(object item)
This function returns the type of the given item. These types are defined as the following constants:
UR_WEAPON_SMALL
UR_WEAPON_HEAVY
UR_WEAPON_RANGED
UR_WEAPON_SHIELD
UR_WEAPON_ARMOR
UR_NON_WEAPON
WeaponSkillEffect(int skill, object oPC)
This function computes and applies the attack and damage bonuses of a given weapon skill.
DefenseSkillEffect(int skill, object oPC)

This function calculates and applies the AC bonus of a given defense skill.
ModifierSkillEffect(int skill, object oPC)
This function calculates and applies the effect of a given modifier skill.
Get*AttackBonus(int rank)
These functions get the attack bonus of a given weapon skill.
Get*DamageBonus(int rank)
These functions get the damage bonus of a given weapon skill.
ApplyAttackBonus(int attack_bonus, object oPC)
This function is used to apply the attack bonus given as parameter.
ApplyDamageBonus(int damage_bonus, object oPC)
This function is used to apply the damage bonus given as parameter.
UpdateWeaponSkills(object oPC)
This function checks the type of weapon the party member is wielding and applies the bonus effects
accordingly. This is the main function to call when using the weapon skills system.
Is*(object oPC)
These functions check if the character is wielding a given type of weapon.
SetApprenticeSkill(int skill, object oPC)
This function sets the given skill’s level to Apprentice.
SetJourneymanSkill(int skill, object oPC)
This function sets the given skill’s level to Journeyman.
SetExpertSkill(int skill, object oPC)
This function sets the given skill’s level to Expert.
int GetPartySpeechSkill()
This function returns the maximum speech skill that the party has. The result can be used in
conversation to determine extra speech options.
12.5.2 gui_update_skills

This script updates the skill GUI on the character screen. The skill ranks are only updated if the
current area has changed since last update or if the controlled character has changed. This is done to
avoid slowdown when the character screen is open. The script gets a rank for each skill and displays
it on the appropriate GUI slot. It also gets the icons for skills from the skills.2da file.
12.5.3 ur_skill_constants
This script defines constants used by the skill system. The skills are indexed by UR_X constants,
for example the spellcasting skill is named UR_SPELLCASTING. Next the weapon types are
defined and finally the skill ranks.
12.5.4 ur_do_repair
This script is called by the On Inventory Disturbed script of the repair workbench. It checks the
repair skill rank and makes a skill check to determine whether the repair was successful. If repair
fails there is a chance that the item will get even more broken.
12.5.5 ur_do_alchemy
This script is called by the On Inventory Disturbed script of the alchemy workbench. It checks the
alchemy skill rank and determines whether the alchemy was successful or not.
12.5.6 gui_equip_any_hand
This script is called by the inventoryscreen.xml when player equips on item by double clicking on it.
The script checks the type of the weapon that is equipped and applies the appropriate weapon skill
bonuses.
12.5.7 gui_equip_left_hand
This script is called when player equips an item by dragging it onto left hand slot. The script checks
the type of weapon/shield and applies the appropriate bonuses.
12.5.8 gui_equip_right_hand
This script is called when player equips an item by dragging it onto right hand slot. The script
checks the type of the weapon and applies the appropriate bonuses.
12.5.9 gui_unequip
This script is called by the inventoryscreen.xml GUI when player unequips a weapon/shield.
The script determines what weapons were left equipped and assign the appropriate weapon skill
bonuses.
12.5.10 gui_get_critical
This script is called by the characterscreen.xml GUI. It checks the rank of the Precise Blow skill if
a melee weapon is wielded or the rank of the Precise Shot skill if a ranged weapon is wielded. The
script then sets the critical hit chance field in the GUI to the value determined by the appropriate
skill.

12.5.11 gui_close_book
This script is called when the player tries to open the spellbook GUI. It checks whether the player
has the spellcasting skill. If he has then the spellbook GUI is shown. Otherwise the GUI will be
closed and a notification will be shown.

12.6 2DA-files
The skill system uses the following 2da-files:
12.6.1 skills.2da
This 2da-file contains the skills defined in Unified System. The skills range from index 31 to 56.
The skill names and descriptions are defined in cust_dialog_integration.tlk custom tlk file.

12.7 GUI issues
The skill system uses the following GUI xml-files:
12.7.1 characterscreen.xml
This file defines the GUI for character screen. The feat section has been completely removed, since
our system doesn’t use feats. The skills section is modified to work with our system.
12.7.2 inventoryscreen.xml
This file defines the GUI for inventory screen. The inventory item section is modifier to call equip /
unequip scripts when the player equips/unequips an item.

12.8 Possible enhancements
The skill system could be enhanced in several ways.
12.8.1 Adding new skills
Adding new skills is somewhat complicated, so I won’t go into details. You would have to edit the
characterscreen.xml GUI to add the new skill slot to the user interface. Then you would have to
add the skill update to gui_update_skills script and finally create code for applying the skill effect
to inc_skills file. The applying of the effect would depend on whether the new skill was weapon,
defense or modifier skill.
12.8.2 Adding new skill levels

It would be easy to introduce more than 5 levels for skills. Just add new constants to
ur_skill_constants and modify the code in inc_skills to use these new constants.

13. The food system
The food system is quite simple. The food level of each party member is kept in a local float
variable called food_counter. It ranges from 0.0 to 1.0, where 0.0 means totally starved. The food
bar is shown in GUI in two places. There is a yellow progress bar on the inventory screen and also
next to the character portrait, right of the mana bar.
The inventory screen progress bar is updated by gui_update_food script, where the progress bar is
just set to the current value of the food_counter. The progress bar next to the portrait is updated by
gui_portrait script, which also updates the other two progress bars (hits and mana).
The food_counter affects the party member by causing stat and modifier minuses when the value
gets below certain limits. The starvation affects all the three stats, hit/mana regeneration and healing
during resting.
The stat/modifier minuses are given on the next table.
Food counter

Stat minuses

Modifiers

>= 0.5

0

1.0

0.4 - 0.5

-1

0.8

0.3 - 0.4

-2

0.6

0.2 - 0.3

-3

0.4

0.1 - 0.2

-4

0.2

0.0 - 0.1

-5

0

So a fully starved party member will have -5 to all his stats, and won’t regen hit or mana or heal
during resting.
The food counter lowers at the rate of 0.5 / day. So it will hit 0.0 after 48 hours. The first effects of
starvation will show after 24 hours, when the counter gets below 0.5.
The food related functions are defined in inc_food file and the mod_heartbeat script handles the
calling of these functions.
Food counter can be increased by eating food items. There are currently two sample items: Generic
Food Item and an apple. To create a food item, add a variable called food_value to item’s variables
and set it to the value that will be added to food_counter. Generic food item has food_value of 0.25
and apple has food_value of 0.15. These items can be found in items tab under UR|Food.

13.1 Scripts
This section explains the scripts used for implementing the food system.
13.1.1 inc_food
This script is the main script of the food system. It contains functions and constants used by the
food system. The constants are:
UR_HUNGER_LOW = 0.5
UR_HUNGER_MEDIUM = 0.4
UR_HUNGER_HIGH = 0.3
UR_STARVED = 0.2
UR_VERY_STARVED = 0.1
These define the value of food counter corresponding to each state of hunger.
Next come the stat minuses corresponding to each state:
STAT_HUNGER_LOW = 1
STAT_HUNGER_MEDIUM = 2
STAT_HUNGER_HIGH = 3
STAT_STARVED = 4
STAT_VERY_STARVED = 5
Then the modifiers corresponding to each state:
MOD_HUNGER_LOW = 0.8
MOD_HUNGER_MEDIUM = 0.6
MOD_HUNGER_HIGH = 0.4
MOD_STARVED = 0.2
MOD_VERY_STARVED = 0.0
The following functions are defined in inc_food:
FoodEffects(object oPC)
This function applies the effects of starvation by checking the food_counter to get the level of
starvation and then calling SetStats() and SetModifiers() to apply the effects.
DecreaseFood(object oPC, int dif)
This functions decreases the value of food_counter as a function of time. The rate at which the food
counter lowers is 0.5 / 24 h. So the counter will hit zero after 48 hours.
RemoveFoodEffects(object oPC)
This function is called to remove the effects of starvation. It restores the stats to their original values

and updates the weapon skill effects.
SetStats(int value, object oPC)
This function sets the food_modifiers for the three stats to the given value. This is used to decrease
the stats as starvation gets worse.
SetModifiers(float value, object oPC)
This function sets the three modifier skills (hit regen, mana regen, healing during rest) to given
value.
13.1.2 inc_stats
This include file contains the code for handling Ultima style stats. It is explained in detail in the Stat
system chapter. The functions used by the food system are:
SetStrengthModifier(object oPC, int modifier, int type)
This is used to set the ur_str_modifier_food. A modifier that is added to base Ultima strength.
SetDexterityModifier(object oPC, int modifier, int type)
This is used to set ur_dex_modifier_food.
SetIntelligenceModifier(object oPC, int modifier, int type)
This is used to set ur_int_modifier_food.
13.1.3 gui_update_food
This script is called by the inventory screen GUI. It sets the value of the food progress bar on the
inventory screen to the current value of food_counter.
13.1.4 gui_portrait
This script displays the portraits of the party members and the associated health/mana/food bars.
This script sets the yellow food bar to the current value of food_counter.
13.1.5 ur_restoration
This is a spell script that implements the Restoration spell. It has the effect of replenishing the food
counter by setting food_counter to 1.0.
13.1.6 ur_refresh
This is a spell script that implements the Refresh spell. It has the effect of replenishing the food
counter by setting food_counter to 1.0.

13.2 Using the food system
13.2.1 Creating an edible item
An edible food item can be made as follows:
1. Create a new item blueprint or copy an existing one.
2. Set the item’s properties to Cast Spell: Unique Power.
3. Create a script with name i_<item_tag>_ac without the <> marks.
4. Set a local variable called food_value to item’s local variables.
5. Insert the following code to newly created script:
object item = GetItemActivated();
object oPC = GetItemActivator();
float food = GetLocalFloat(oPC, "food_counter");
food += GetLocalFloat(item, "food_value");
SetLocalFloat(oPC, "food_counter", food);

14. The training system
A training points based skill training system is included in the Unified System. The system is used
by setting the ur_training conversation to the NPC that acts as a skill trainer. The conversation
allows the player to choose which party member to train, and then choose the skill to be trained. For
testing, the system also gives training points to party member if he has none.
The conversation uses some functions, which will now be introduced. The
ur_has_partymember(int slot) function returns TRUE if party has a member in given slot, ranging
from 1 to 6. It also sets a custom token <CUSTOM200X> where X ranges from 0 to 5. This token
will hold the name of the party member in given slot.
The ur_set_trainee(int slot) function will set the party member wanting to train. Slot ranges from 1
to 6.
The ur_train_skill(int skill) will train the given skill for the party member set by a ur_set_trainee
call. This function will also apply the trained skill’s effect for the party member. One call to this
function will train the given skill by one level, for example from Untrained to Apprentice. This
function will also reduce training points by amount defined with the following constants, that are
defined in inc_skills include file.
Constant

Default value

COST_APPRENTICE

1

COST_JOURNEYMAN

1

COST_EXPERT

1

COST_MASTER

1

So at the moment each skill level costs 1 training point independent of the current level. The
training points for a party member are kept in ur_training_points local variable. The current
training points are shown on the character sheet by gui_update_tp script which is called from
characterscreen.xml. The gui_update_tp also checks if character has just leveled up, and if this is
the case it will increase the amount of training points by ten.
The ur_give_tp script is used to give ten training points to the party member selected by
ur_set_trainee function. This can be used for testing purposes.

14.1 Scripts
This section describes the scripts that are part of the training system.
14.1.1 gui_update_tp
This script updates the training points counter on the character sheet. It also checks if the party
member has just leveled up, and if this is the case, then it will increase the training points by
amount taken from exptable.2da file.
14.1.2 ur_train_skill
This script trains a given skill by one level. The costs of levels are defined by following constants:
COST_APPRENTICE, COST_JOURNEYMAN, COST_EXPERT, COST_MASTER, which are
currently set to 1. The script then decreases the training points and increases the rank of the given
skill by 5. Then the script updates the effects of the weapons skills and modifier skills. Finally the
script updates the skill GUI on the character screen.
14.1.3 ur_train_skill_check
This script checks that the party member defined by ur_trainee variable has enough training points
to train the given level of the skill.
14.1.4 ur_train_skill_check_untrained
This script checks if the rank of the given is currently Untrained.
14.1.5 ur_train_skill_check_apprentice
This script checks if the rank of the given is currently Apprentice.
14.1.6 ur_train_skill_check_journeyman
This script checks if the rank of the given is currently Journeyman.

14.1.7 ur_train_skill_check_expert
This script checks if the rank of the given is currently Expert.
14.1.8 ur_train_skill_check_master
This script checks if the rank of the given is currently Master.
14.1.9 ur_train_skill_check_tp
This script checks if the training points of party member given by ur_trainee variable are zero.
14.1.10 ur_has_partymember
This script checks if the size of the party is equal or greater than the given value. If it is, then the
script sets a custom token to the first name of the nth party member. This is used to display the
name of the party member on the training conversation.

14.2 Using the training system
This section describes how to use training system for your own modules.
14.2.1 Creating a skill trainer
It’s easy to create a new skill trainer.
1. Create a new NPC or copy an existing one.
2. Set the NPCs conversation to ur_training.
14.2.2 Modifying the training points costs of skill levels
The training costs can be edited by modifying the COST_* constants in inc_skills include file.
14.2.3 Modifying the training points gained when leveling up
The level up training points amount can be modified by editing the exptable.2da file, by changing
the values in TP column.

14.3 Possible enhancements to training system
14.3.1 Create a stats trainer
You could create a conversation for training Ultima style stats (strength, dexterity, intelligence).
This could use the same training points than the skill training system or have its own.

15. The resting system
We have created a completely new resting system that replaces the original NWN2 system. The
system is based on Ultima style resting. You can specify the number of hours to sleep and set a
guard if you want. A cutscene will then ensue depending on the type of area you are on. During the
rest an encounter may happen and if you have no guard set, then the party will be asleep when the
attack happens. Characters then have a chance of waking up every combat round and the chance
gets higher when they are hit by the enemy. If one party member wakes up he will then try to wake
up others.
The waking up chance will be 10% after the first hit and increase by 10% every time the party
member is hit. The maximum wake up is 50% after which it doesn’t rise anymore. If one party
member wakes up the wake up chance will be immediately set to 50% for the whole party.
If no encounter happens, then the rest will end and game time will be advanced. The party will
be healed by an amount depending on the duration of the rest and comfortability of the area. The
naturalist skill also affects the healed amount by negating the effect of uncomfortable area. If party
member is poisoned or starved no healing will happen.

15.1 Scripts
This section explains the scripts that implement the resting system.
15.1.1 resting_functions
This file defines the functions used by the resting system. The following functions are defined:
int GetHitRegen(object oPC)
This function calculates the amount of regenerated hit points during resting. The formula for hit
points is:
heal = MaxHitPoints * duration * restModifier / comfortability_modifier
where MaxHitPoints is the maximum hit points for character, duration is the duration of rest in
hours, restModifier is the modifier depending on naturalist skill and the comfortability_modifier is a
modifier depending on the area’s comfortability level.
The formula works so that for maximum comfortability area, an 8 hours rest will completely heal
the hit points. For worst comfortability area a full rest heals only ¼ of maximum hit points.
float GetManaRegen(object oPC)
This function calculates the amount of regenerated mana during the rest. It uses the same formula as
GetHitRegen, so for a comfortable area a full rest will completely restore the health.
BreakCamp()

This function is called when an encounter happens during rest. It will destroy the camp placeables
created during the cutscene.
location MoveLocation(location lCurrent, float fDirection, float fDistance, …)
This function gets a location as parameter and returns a new location that is situated in direction
fDirection at distance of fDistance.
RandomEncounter(object oPC)
This function handles the executing of random encounter during sleep. First the script adds the
removed party members back to party. Then it checks the resting type of the area. If it is an
overland map, then the party will be teleported to battlefield area. Otherwise the party will stay at
the current area.
At the moment the attacking monsters will be goblins and there will be as many goblins as there are
party members. If guard was not set, then the EffectStunned will be applied to whole party.
HealParty(object oPC)
This function is called after the resting is complete. It will heal and regen mana for the whole party,
except the guard who will not regen. Also if party member is poisoned, then the healing will be
disabled.
TryToWakeUpParty()
This function is called after one party member has waken up. It will set the wake up probability for
the whole party to 50%.
IncreaseWakeUp(object oPC)
This function is called every time a party member gets hit while in sleep. It will increse the wake up
chance by 10% until it hits 50%.
TryToWakeUp(object oPC)
This function is called to check if a party member wakes up. If the check succeeds the
TryToWakeUpParty() will then be called and the EffectStun will be removed.
15.1.2 on_pc_damaged
This script is called when a party member takes damage. It will increase the wake up chance by
calling IncreaseWakeUp() function. It also checks if character is asleep and if he is then calls the
TryToWakeUp() function.
15.1.3 ur_resting
This is the main resting script. It implements the resting cutscene. The cutscene proceeds as follows.
If area’s resting type is Inn, then the screen will just fade to black and back. After this the party will

be healed and time advanced by the resting duration.
Otherwise a cutscene will start. If area is overland map or a wilderness area the PC will create a
tent. For dungeon areas no tent is created. Then the PC will create a campfire and put a bedroll on
the ground. After this the other party members will put a bedroll on the ground. Exception is the
guard who will use no bedroll. After this the party members except the guard will kneel down and
start sleeping.
Next the encounter chance is checked and if an encounter happens, the camp will be destroyed and
encounter starts.
If no encounter happens the party members will destroy their bedrolls, campfire and tent. After
this the time is advanced by rest duration, the party will be healed and the removed party members
added back to party.
15.1.4 resting_constants
This script defines constants used by the resting system. The following constants are defined:
RESTTYPE_* These are the possible resting types: Inn, Overland map, Wilderness, Dungeon
COMFORT_* These are the comfortability levels of the area: Comortable, Normal, Bad, Very Bad
MOD_* These are the modifiers for different comfortabilities
15.1.5 ur_heal_after_rest
This script is called after the resting succesfully completes. It will call the HealParty() function to
heal the whole party except the guard.
15.1.6 inc_hit_mana
This file contains functions for the regeneration system. It is used in one case with the resting
system. Normally the regen is disabled during resting, but if party member is poisoned then the
poison will make damage during the rest.
15.1.7 inc_food
This file contains function for the food system. This affects resting by setting the rest_modifier to a
value less than 1.0, if the character is starved, thus reducing the amount of regeneration during the
rest.
15.1.8 in_g_cutscene
This file is the include file for the Gestalt Cutscene System, which is used to create the resting
cutscene. Is is documented in Gestalt System’s documentation.
15.1.9 ur_settime
This script is called when resting is complete. It will advance the game time by amount defined by
rest_duration local variable of the main character.

15.1.10 clear_resting_status
This script clears the flag that indicates rest going on. It will set the cur_resting local variable of the
main character to FALSE.
15.1.11 ur_add_chars
This script will add the party members back to party after the resting is complete.
15.1.12 gui_set_guard
This script will show the guard selection GUI if the resting type is not Inn, in which case a guard is
not needed.
15.1.13 gui_set_guard_list
This script will populate the guard selection list with names of the party members.
15.1.14 gui_set_guard_pc
This script is called when a selection from guard list is made. It will enable the rest button on the
GUI.
15.1.15 gui_set_rest_duration
This script is called when a rest duration is selected on the GUI. It will set the rest_duration
variable and enable the rest button.
15.1.16 gui_rest_ok
This script is called when player has selected the rest duration and presses the rest button. The script
calls the gui_set_guard script to start the guard selection.
15.1.17 gui_rest_cancel
This script is called if player presses the cancel button in the duration or guard selection. It just adds
the removed party members back to party.
15.1.18 ur_player_on_rest
This script is called when player starts resting. It will remove all party members except the PC from
party. This is done to make the cutscene work without the party members following the PC around.
It then calls the gui_resting_hours script to start the resting duration selection.
15.1.19 gui_resting_hours
This script will show the resting hours selection GUI.

15.2 GUI files

This section explains the GUI files used by the resting system.
15.2.1 restduration.xml
This replaces the original resting GUI. It contains 8 buttons for selecting the rest duration in hours.
On the bottom are the Rest button and Cancel button.
15.2.2 restguard.xml
This GUI shows a list of party members from which the player can choose who is guarding. It also
contains a Rest button and Cancel button.

15.3 Using the rest system
The rest system is used by setting the module property On Rest script to ur_player_on_rest. This is
all you need to do in order to use the resting system.

15.4 Possible enhancements to resting system
You could enhance the resting system by making the encounters during rest more interesting. You
could for example add area properties to determine what type of enemies would appear.

16. The condition system
The condition system is similar in implementation to the food system. There is a float local variable that
decreases as a function of time. The variable is local to every weapon/armor that uses the system. That
variable is called ur_condition and it has a value between 0 and 100, where 100 is excellent condition and 0
is broken. The condition of weapon/armor can be checked from the right click menu of inventory slot. The
condition is shown in textual form by the gui_check_condition script which called from inventoryscreen.xml.
For testing purposes the numerical value of condition is also shown. The following levels of condition are
defined in inc_condition include file.
Textual value

Numerical value

UR_BROKEN

0.0

UR_BADLY_WORN

0.0 - 25.0

UR_WORN

25.0 - 50.0

UR_SERVICEABLE

50.0 - 75.0

UR_EXCELLENT

75.0 - 100.0

The mod_heartbeat script calls functions in inc_condition to do its work. The function
DecreaseConditions(object oPC, int dif) is called to apply the effect of wear and tear as a function
of time. The time it takes to decrease the item’s condition by 1.0 is defined as a constant called
UR_CONDITION_TIME, and it is currently set to 48.0 hours. So the weapons/armor will slowly get in
worse condition as the time passes.

The items also take damage when player hits an opponent with a weapon or when player gets hit. The
function DamageWeapon(object oPC) is called by combat mechanics code to damage the party member’s
weapon. It causes currently 0.5 damage that is defined in UR_DAMAGE constant in inc_condition file.
The function DamageArmor(object armor, object oPC) does damage to armor or shield when party member
is hit. This also causes 0.5 damage per hit. All these functions, that decrease condition cause the item to be
unequipped if its condition hits 0.0.
Item’s condition can be raised by using the repair skill with a repair workbench. This is explained in detail in
the Repair system chapter.

16.1 Scripts
This section explains the scripts used by the condition system.
16.1.1 inc_condition
This script defines the main functions that implement the condition system. They are
DamageWeapon, DamageArmor, DecreaseConditions and DecCondition.
The DecCondition is a helper function that decreases a given item’s condition and unequips it
if it gets broken. This function is called DecreaseConditions which calls DecCondition for each
weapon/armor slot.
The DamageWeapon and DamageArmor are used by the combat system to damage player’s
equipment when he gets hit or hits an enemy.
16.1.2 gui_check_condition
This script shows the selected item’s condition in a message box. It also adds the numerical value in
addition to textual description to make testing easier.
16.1.3 ur_do_repair
This script repairs a given item when it is placed in a repair workbench. The workbench’s On
Inventory Disturbed calls this script. This is explained in more detail in the Repair system chapter
of this document.
16.1.4 gui_equip_any_hand
This script is called when party member equips an item by double clicking on it. The relation to
condition system is that the script checks if weapon is permanently broken and if so, then it cannot
be equipped.
16.1.5 gui_equip_right_hand
This script is called when party member equips an item by dragging it onto right hand weapon slot.
The script checks if the weapon is permanently broken and if so it is unequipped.

16.1.6 gui_equip_left_hand
This script is called when party member equips an item by dragging it onto left hand weapon slot. If
item is permanently broken it cannot be equipped.

16.2 Using the system
16.2.1 Creating weapons or armor that work with the system
The condition system requires that any weapon or armor that can be equipped must have its
condition set to value larger that zero. So to make a weapon that works with Unified System:
1. Create a new weapon blueprint or copy an existing one.
2. Add a local variable ur_condition to item’s local variables.
3. Set the value of ur_condition to 100.0 or less if you want it to not be in perfect condition initially.

16.3 Possible enhancements
There are some enhancements that could be done to condition system. For example you could:
1. Set different rates of decay for different weapons. Some weapons last longer than others, for
example due to material they are made of.
2. Make some weapons / armor indestructible, so their condition stays always at 100.0.

17. The poison system
The poison system causes damage to a party member that is poisoned. The poison flag is a local
variable called ur_poison. It its TRUE, then CalculateHitRegen() function in the inc_hit_mana
include file will apply EffectDamage instead of EffectHeal, thus causing damage. The damage
done by poison is multiplied by the poison_modifier, which is dependent on the Endurance skill
and will reduce the damage done by the poison. The poison at the moment causes 0.9375 hit
points of damage per minute. The CalculateHitRegen is called from the module heartbeat script
mod_heartbeat. The damage rate is defined with constant called POISON_RATE in inc_hit_mana
file.
A party member can get poisoned, when hit by an enemy that has is_poisoned flag set. The
on_pc_damaged script will be run when party member gets damage and it applies the poison by
setting the ur_poison flag. Poison can be removed by casting the Remove poison spell, that sets the
ur_poison flag to FALSE for the target.
Also monsters can be poisoned by using a spell that has poison effect. Such spells are Poison arrow
and Poison wind. When a monster is poisoned it gets 1 point of damage per combat round.

17.1 Scripts
In this section I will explain the scripts used with the poison system.
17.1.1 ur_curepoison
This is the spell script that implements the Cure Poison spell. It does the usual spell system checks
for mana and reagents and then removes the poison by setting ur_poison local variable to FALSE
for the target.
17.1.2 on_pc_damaged
This script is called by the combat system when a party member is damaged by an enemy creature.
It does many combat related things, but the one I’ll explain now is related to poison system. The
script gets an integer parameter which is TRUE if the creature that damaged party member is
poisonous. In that case the script will show a message about poisoning and sets the party member’s
ur_poison variable to TRUE.
17.1.3 on_combat_round
This script is called for enemy creatures after the combat round ends. It gets the current target of
the enemy and calls the on_pc_damaged script for that target, giving as parameter TRUE if the
monster is poisonous. This script also checks if the enemy is poisoned and if it is then does 1 point
of damage per combat round. This amount can be changed by modifying the POISON_DAMAGE
constant defined in this script.
17.1.4 gui_portrait
This script is called by the Partybar GUI and it displays character portraits and HP/Mana/Food bars.
If the party member is poisoned, i.e. has ur_poison TRUE, then the script will display the HP bar as
green instead of default color red.
17.1.5 inc_hit_mana
This script contains functions for regenerating hit points and mana. The function
CalculateHitRegen(object oPC, int dif) checks if the given party member is poisoned. If party
member is poisoned the function will decrease health instead of regenerating it. The rate of damage
that the poison does is defined in POISON_RATE constant, which is currently set at 0.9375 points
per minute.
17.1.6 resting_functions
This script contains functions that relate to resting system. It has a function HealParty() which heals
the whole party’s hit points and mana after resting is complete. If a party member is poisoned then
the healing of hit points will be disabled.

17.2 Tutorial - Modifying the poison system
In this section I will describe how to modify the poison system.
17.2.1 Creating a poisonous monster
A poisonous monster can be created as follows:
1. Create a new creature blueprint or copy an existing one.
2. Set the creatures On Combat Round script to on_combat_round.
3. Set the creatures On Damage script to on_combat_damage.
4. Add a local variable called is_poisonous to the monster’s variables.
5. Set the is_poisonous variable to TRUE.
17.2.2 Creating a remove poison potion
This can be accomplished as follows:
1. Create a new potion item blueprint.
2. Add to item the property: Cast Spell: Unique Power
3. Create a script that is named as i_<item_name>_ac without the <> characters
4. Add to the script the code:
object user = GetItemActivator();
SetLocalInt(user, “ur_poison”, FALSE);

On the other hand, if you want to create a poison potion, just change the ur_poison value to TRUE.
17.2.3 Modifying the poison damage
The damage done by the poison can be modified by changing the value of POISON_RATE constant
in the inc_hit_mana include file.

17.3 Enhancements
There are some enhancements that could be done to our system.
1. Add multiple poisons of different type, with different damages
2. Add some other effect to poison than just physical damage

18. Health & mana regeneration
The regeneration system is implemented in inc_hit_mana include file. It has two functions
CalculateHitRegen and CalculateManaRegen. These functions are called from mod_heartbeat

script during the module heartbeat. The functions calculate the amount of regenerated hits/mana and
update the values. Party members will regenerate hits/mana by the rate of 0.9375 points per minute.
This value can be changed by modifying the REGEN_RATE constant.
There is a variable stored in the main character’s variables called heal_disable. If this flag is TRUE
then hit/mana regeneration will be disabled. This flag is used to stop regeneration during resting,
because resting system has its own healing functions.
If party member is poisoned then the CalculateHitRegen will apply damage instead of healing.
The healed amount is multiplied by reg_modifier which is dependent on the Regeneration skill. The
mana amount is multiplied by mana_reg_modifier which is dependent on the Concentration skill.
Finally the poison damage is multiplied by poison_modifier which depends on Endurance skill.

18.1 Scripts
This section explains the scripts that implement the regeneration system. There is only one script
that deals with regeneration, the inc_hit_mana script. This script is explained in the main section of
this system.

18.2 Tutorial - Modifying the regeneration system
This section describes some modifications you can make to the regeneration system.
18.2.1 Changing the rate of regeneration
To change the regeneration rate, edit the inc_hit_mana script and set the REGEN_RATE to the
value of hits/mana you want to regenerate during a minute. If you want to change the damage done
by poison, edit the POISON_RATE constant.
18.2.2 Disabling regeneration programmatically
If you want to disable regeneration for some reason, you just have to set the heal_disable variable to
TRUE. This variable is defined for the main character, so use the following code:
SetLocalInt(GetFirstPC(), “heal_disable”, TRUE);

When you want to re-enable the regeneration use the following code:
SetLocalInt(GetFirstPC(), “heal_disable”, FALSE);

This will disable both the mana and hit regeneration.

18.3 Possible enhancements
The system could be enhanced in some ways.

For example you could:
1. Make separate regeneration rates for hits and mana. This would be easy to do by introducing a
new constant rate for mana regeneration.
2. Make it possible to disable just the mana regeneration or just the hit point regeneration. This also
would be easy by introducing a separate local variable for disabling mana regeneration.

19. The harvesting system
The harvesting system is the latest of our systems. It implements actually two types of harvesting.
The first type is harvesting on a wilderness area. On wilderness area there can be placeables that
have inventories, for example bushes and trees. Items like reagents and food can grow in these
placeables. The harvesting system allows the player to collect reagents and food from these and
they grow back after a specified time. There is a limit for daily harvesting, which prevents the
player from continuously harvesting items.
The second type is harvesting on an overland map. In this case there are hidden items that appear
on the map when player moves near them. These items can be reagents or food. When player picks
up one item a second one will spawn after a specified time. There is also a daily limit after which
no more items will appear until a day has passed. The naturalist skill affects the chance of finding a
hidden item on overland map and certain items can only be found by high enough naturalist skill.

19.1 Scripts
This section explains the scripts that implement the harvesting system.
19.1.1 harvest_acquire_item
This script is called when player picks up an item. It first checks if the item is a harvestable, which
is identified by “__” sequence in the tag of the item. If the item is harvestable it is set as found and a
new hidden item is spawned on the map and set findable.
19.1.2 harvest_area_heartbeat
This function is the Heartbeat script for the overland map that uses harvesting system. It just checks
if a day has passed and if it is it resets the daily harvesting limit.
19.1.3 harvest_definitions
This function defines some constants used by the harvesting system. They are:
HOURS_IN_YEAR, the number of hours in a year
HOURS_IN_MONTH, the number of hours in a month
HOURS_IN_DAY, the number of hours in a day
MINUTES_IN_HOUR, the number of minutes in a hour
HIDDEN_DISTANCE, the distance of which the player can detect a hidden item

19.1.4 harvest_functions
This script defines functions used by the harvesting system. The following functions are defined:
int GetNumHarvestables(object oPlant, string tag)
Gets the current number of item with given tag for the plant oPlant. The plant uses following local
variables: harvest_itemX which is the tag of Xth harvestable and harvest_curX which is the current
amount of the harvestable.
SetNumHarvestables(object oPlant, string tag, int num)
Sets the current amount of item with given tag for the plant oPlant. This sets the harvest_curX
variable for the given harvestable.
int CountHiddenItemTypes(object oHidden)
This counts the total number of different items a hidden item marker contains. A hidden item
marker can have any number of possible items, from which one is randomly spawned.
string GetRandomHiddenItem(object oHidden)
This returns the tag of hidden item selected randomly from the possible items for the marker given
as parameter.
int GetHiddenItemFound(object oHidden, object oPC)
This returns true if the hidden item marker oHidden is found by the oPC. This depends on a check
made against naturalist skill where the DC is specified by hidden markers local variable findDC.
int GetHiddenItemNum(object oPC, object oTrigger)
This function calculates the number of hidden items found by the oPC. The number depends on the
Naturalist skill’s rank.
int GetItemGrown(object item)
This function returns true if the item given as parameter has regrown. The variables that this
function uses are: growth_time the time when the next regrowth happens, growth_speed the time it
takes for item to regrow.
object GetRandomItemSpawnPoint(object oTrigger)
This function returns a spawn point object belonging to hidden item area trigger oTrigger. The
spawn point is selected randomly among the markers inside the trigger.
object GetItemTrigger(object item)
This function returns the hidden item area trigger for a given hidden item.

CheckIfDayPassed(object obj)
This function checks if a day has passed since the harvest limit was reseted last time.
19.1.5 harvest_hidden_trigger_en
This script is called when PC enters a hidden item area trigger. If the trigger is already activated,
nothing is done. Also if harvest limit is reached the function will return. After these checks the
trigger is set as active and a random spawn point is selected among the hidden markers inside the
trigger.
19.1.6 harvest_return_items
This script is used with placeable harvestables. The script returns a given amount of item that has
the tag given as parameter. This function is used when player picks up items that cause the harvest
limit to be exceeded.
19.1.7 harvestable_heartbeat
This script is set as the Heartbeat script for placeable harvestables. It checks if the item has regrown
and if so sets the current item number to maximum.
19.1.8 harvestable_inventory_handler
This script is set as the Inventory Disturbed handler for placeable harvestables. It checks if
player exceeds the harvest limit and if so then returns the exceeding items back to the placeable’s
inventory.
19.1.9 harvestable_ol_hidden_hb
This is the script set as the Heartbeat script of overland harvestables. It first checks if the hidden
item is findable, if not it returns. Then a check is made if the item has already grown. If the item is
already found then the script returns. Then a check for harvest limit reset is made and if the harvest
limit isn’t reseted and is at maximum then the script returns. After that the code checks is player is
within the hidden distance from the item and if the naturalist skill is high enough. If these checks
pass, the item is created on the map for player to pick up.

19.2 Using the harvesting system
This section describes the things you can do with harvesting system.
19.2.1 Creating a new placeable harvestable
You can easily create a new placeable that will contain harvestable items:
1. Create a new placeable that will contain the items.
2. Set the usable and has inventory flags true for the placeable.
3. Set the static flag false for the placeable.
4. Set the Heartbeat script for the placeable to harvestable_heartbeat.
5. Set the Inventory Disturbed script for the placeable to harvestable_inventory_handler.

6. Add harvest_itemX and harvest_numX variables for each type of item you want to grow in
placeable. For example, harvest_item0 = blood_moss, harvest_num0 = 2.
7. Set the Heartbeat script for the area to harvest_area_heartbeat.
8. Add a variable called harvest_limit to area and set it to maximum number of items harvested
daily for the area.
19.2.2 Creating hidden harvestables on overland map
It is also easy to create harvesting areas on the overland map:
1. Add a trigger that covers the harvestable area to the overland map.
2. Give the trigger the tag hidden_trigger00X, where X ranges from 1 to total number of triggers.
3. Give the trigger an Enter script harvest_hidden_trigger_en.
4. Give the trigger a variable called findDC which is the die roll required to find the items.
5. Give the trigger a variable called iNumSpawn, which is the number of spawn points inside the
trigger.
6. Give the trigger a variable called growth_speed, which is the time it takes a hidden item to grow.
7. Give the trigger a variable called harvest_limit, which is the maximum number of items
harvested daily.
8. Create any number of waypoints inside the trigger to designate the places where items can grow.
9. Give the waypoints the names hidden_00X_Y, where X is the number of trigger and Y is the
number of waypoint starting from 0.
10. Set the waypoints’ Heartbeat scripts to harvestable_ol_hidden_hb.
11. Add variables named sSecretItemX, where X is the item number to waypoints. The variable will
hold the tag of the item that is grown on this waypoint.

20. The encumbrance system
We have replaced the game’s default encumbrance system with our own that is more Ultima style.
In the system a party member has a maximum carried weight equal to strength * 2. Thus a character
with strength 18 can carry 36 weight units. If the maximum weight is exceeded the character cannot
pick up new items and his speed is reduced to half.
The system also limits the size of the inventory to 32 items, which is one inventory page. If the
character tries to pick up more items when inventory is full, he will drop the items back to ground.
If player wants more than 32 items in inventory he has to use bags as an aid.

20.1 Scripts
This section describes the scripts used to implement the encumbrance system.
20.1.1 gui_update_encumberance
This script will be called by the characterscreen.xml GUI to update the encumbrance
counter on the character sheet. The script gets the maximum encumbrance by calling
CalculateMaximumEncumbrance function and the current weight carried by calling GetWeight().
Then the script displays the carried weight in following format: 10.0 / 30.0.
20.1.2 ur_acquire_item

This script is called when the player gets a new item in his inventory. The script is related to
encumbrance system, because it calls CheckEncumbrance to check if the maximum carried weight
is exceeded. The script also calls CheckInventoryFull to determine if the inventory size is exceeded.
20.1.3 inc_encumbrance
This script defines functions used by the encumbrance system. It defines the following functions:
CalculateMaximumEncumbrance(object oPC)
This function returns the maximum encumbrance, which is strength * 2.
int CheckEncumbrance(object oPC, object item)
This function checks if the maximum weight is exceeded when picking up an item. If it is, then the
item is dropped down.
CheckOverEncumbrance(object oPC)
This function checks if character’s maximum carried weight is exceeded. If so, then the character’s
speed is slowed down to half.
IsReagent(string tag)
This function checks if the item given as parameter is a reagent. This is used in inventory size
calculations to not count the reagents.
IsMoney(string tag)
This function checks if the item given as parameter is money. This is used in inventory size
calculations to not count the money items.
GetRealTag(string tag)
This function strips the “_2” ending from the given tag. This is used with reagents in reagent pouch
to get the actual tag of the reagent item.
int IsReagentFromPouch(string tag, object item)
This function returns TRUE, if the given item is a reagent that is taken from reagent pouch.
int IsMoneyFromPouch(string tag, object item)
This function returns TRUE, if the given item is money taken from money pouch.
int IsReagentOrMoney(string tag)
This function return TRUE, if the given item is a reagent or money item.

int CheckInventoryFull(object oPC, object item, string tag)
This function counts the number of items in inventory, not counting reagents or money. If the
number exceeds MAX_INV_SIZE which is currently set to 32. If the number is exceeded then the
picked up item will be dropped back on the ground.
20.1.4 inc_stats
This script contains functions for using the stat system. This is used by encumbrance system to call
the GetUltimaStrength() function in order to calculate the maximum carried weight.

20.2 2da-files
This section explains the 2da-files used by the encumbrance system.
20.2.1 encumbrance.2da
The encumbrance.2da is used to determine the maximum carried weight of original NWN2 system.
The entries in the file are set to 66 weight units at minimum, so that the original system won’t
interfere with our own system. Thus if strength goes down to minimum, the original system still
thinks that character can carry 66 weight units which is more than our own maximum carried
weight.
20.2.2 baseitems.2da
This file contains the base items for all the items in game. The weights of the items are modifier
so that reagents and money weight zero weight units, so they won’t affect the encumbrance
calculations.

20.3 Modifying the system
20.3.1 Changing the weights of items
The weights of items can be changed by editing the item’s base item in baseitems.2da and setting
the TenthLBS column to desired weight. The weights are specified in tenths of lbs, so an item
weighting 2 lbs should have 20 in this column.
20.3.2 Changing the maximum inventory size
The maximum inventory size can be changed by editing the MAX_INV_SIZE constant in
inc_encumbrance file.

21. Credits
Stealing / Prison system by Daniel G. Haddad
Death / Injury system by Daniel G. Haddad
Other systems by Jaakko Kuusela

22. Credits for systems made by other people
Gestalt Cutscene System made by John “Gestalt” Bye was used for creating the resting cutscenes.
The resting system is based on the Animated Rest System by Borden Ha’elven.

23. Copyrights
This system is free to use as part of any open and none commercial project. It is intended for anyone
to use as part of their own projects as long as a reference to the system is made. People can enhance
the system in any way they see fit we only ask that the appended system remain open and available
for anyone to learn and use.

24. Contact information
For any comments or bugs please make sure to contact us on the following emails:
danielghaddad@gmail.com
jaakko.kuusela@gmail.com
Or write to Ultima Return forums at www.ultima-return.com.

